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Mew Worlds Imaniner

Historically speaking,

we at the end of the

twentieth century are

not unique in regard-

ing these seemingly

momentous turns of

the calendar pages as

occasions for assess-

ment, nostalgia, soul

searching, paroxysms

of futuristic predic-

tions, and opportuni-

ties to set the

world right.

Introduction
Turn of the century. End of the millennium. Such watersheds spark the human imagina-

tion. No doubt you have noticed many books and articles attempting to sum up "the

American century." You have perhaps scoffed at warnings from some on the religious

fringes about a day of reckoning. You may have joined in the speculation about the tech-

nological changes that the next century will bring and been uncertain about how to

respond to the dire predictions of a world soon to be thrown into chaos by mass failure of

computerized systems. Y2K has become part of the language. Depending on your own

rating on the optimist/pessimist scale, you may find yourself looking forward or looking

backward with enthusiasm or trepidation.

Historically speaking, we at the end of the twentieth century are not unique in

regarding these seemingly momentous turns of the calendar pages as occasions for assess-

ment, nostalgia, soul searching, paroxysms of futuristic predictions, and opportunities to

set the world right. Envisioning new worlds is a common human reaction to the excitement

of changing times.

"New Worlds Imagined," the current exhibit in the Perkins Library Gallery, reflects

on similar historical episodes as documented in the holdings of the Rare Book, Manuscript,

and Special Collections Library. At the turn of earlier centuries, some visionaries acted on

their convictions, while others took pen in hand to write about them, and some did both.

The exhibit recalls both the millenarianism of Joanna Southcott at the end of the eigh-

teenth century and the anti-industrial spirit of Elbert Hubbard at the end of the nineteenth

century.

"New Worlds Imagined" also pays tribute to those whose optimism or pessimism

has led them to envision other, better worlds. The celebration of the future promised by

technology is seen in the exhibit's recollection of the 1893 World s Columbian Exposition

and other worlds fairs. Finally, The notion of Utopia is perhaps the most complete imagin-

ing of a new world. The exhibit showcases materials from the library's Utopian collections,

including the Utopian visions of twentieth century feminists.

2 Duke University Libraries
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Utopia at Duke:
ne Glenn Negley Collection

Lisa Stark

Title page and frontispiece

with portrait from a 1743

edition of Mores Utopia.

Many noteworthy

titles were printed

between 1600 and

1900, representing a

variety of Utopian

forms such as the

progressive, regres-

sive, totalitarian,

republican, techno-

logical, fantastic, and

dystopian.

4 Duke University Libraries

For .1 number of years, Puke University has been gaining

recognition for its rare and comprehensive collection of Utopian

literature. In 1964 the Library received more than 100 volumes of

rare and significant treatises and examples of Utopian fiction from

Professor Glenn Negley, then the chairman of Duke's Department of

Philosophy. The collection, which has grown to more than 750

volumes, now comprises the Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special

Collections Library's Glenn Negley Collection of Utopian Literature.

The collection's strength is its coverage of Utopian thought from

the end ol the 1400s forward. The loth century saw the influence of

religion on the Utopian writings ol authors such as Furio Ceriol and

Paolo Partita, both of whom are represented in Duke's collection. In

the 1 7th century Utopian works were composed more frequently,

inaugurating a period of keen interest in the subject, which culminated

in the latter part of the 19th century. Many noteworthy titles were

printed between 1600 and 1900, representing a variety of Utopian forms such as the progressive,

regressive, totalitarian, republican, technological, fantastic, and dystopian. James Harrington's little-

known Oceana is an example of Utopian literature written during this period. The ideals Harrington

gave voice to in Oceana were later played out in the revolutionary movements of the 1700s. Some

of Francis bacon's Utopian writings were also prescient. In his New Atlantis ( 1627) Bacon foresawa

number of future inventions such as the telephone and the laser beam.

Experimental communities that arose in the 1800s and later, especially in the United States,

were additional evidence of the idealistic fervor of Utopians. New England's Transcendentalism,

Fourierism and other movements spawned such communities, which included Brook Farm, the

Amana Community, and the Oneida Community. Many of these groups were in turn sources

of new Utopian thought and literature.

One of the most significant volumes held in the Negley Collection is Edward Bellamy's

Looking Backward. By the mid-19th century authors of Utopian literature could no longer ignore

the emerging influences of industrialization and urban growth and technology. Previously focused

on the individual as a force for change, Bellamy and others began to write of the institutional and

societal reforms necessary to attain a model culture.

The Negley Collection has proven valuable to students and faculty in a number of depart-

ments, among them Classical Studies. The department's Diskin C 'lay conducted a class in the spring

1999 semester entitled "Utopias, Ancient and Modern." The class studied Utopian literature from

the Negley Collection. Professor Clay's upcoming publication, Four Island Utopias, is the outcome

of work done durum the semester.

Further Reading

Negley, Glenn. ( Hopia Collection of the I hike University Library. Durham, NC: Friends of Duke

Library, 1965.

Negley, Glenn, and ). Max Patrick. The (Jncst for Utopia: An Anthology ofImaginary Societies. New

York: Henry Schuman, cl952.

Lisa Stark is Archivist/Manuscript Cataloger at the Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections Library.



The Prophetess of Exeter:

A Christian Millennial Approach to

Imag iningMew:Wo rids

Tim West

One age-old approach to imagining a different future utilizes the prophecies of the biblical

books of Revelation, Daniel, and the synoptic Gospels. Interpreters envision the end of history,

speculating on the moment and the manner of the coming of the end, and the form of the world

beyond the end. Christians have forecast this transformed future condition ("A new heaven and a

new earth," says Revelation) since apostolic times in recurring waves of interest. Familiar examples

include the genesis of groups like the Seventh Day Adventists, the Mormons, and the Shakers,

and contemporary spokesmen like Garner Ted Armstrong. Mainstream Christians and scholars

have found it easy to brand millennialists as kooks or attention-seekers, but recent students of the

phenomenon have found reason to give adherents new respect and to appreciate them as struggling

with social and cultural change in trying times.

One millennial movement that has attracted a good deal of attention in recent decades cen-

tered around an upholsteress from the country near Exeter in Devon, England. Joanna Southcott

(1750-1814) captured something of the Zeitgeist of an age of change bracketing the turn of the

1 8th/ 1 9th century during which industrialization and political unrest made for widespread anxiety

as old routines and beliefs were chal-

lenged. Joanna was heir to a centuries- flf

old tradition of prophets and millenar-

ian seers in England. She began to

sense messages from the Almighty in

1792 and, as a good Methodist, almost

immediately sought clerical affirma-

tion. She claimed to be granted a

knowledge of future happenings on

a local and personal level as well as on

a societal one. She eventually did

attract some wealthy supporters and

moved to London in 1801 as her fol-

lowing grew. Though largely unlettered

beyond her exhaustive acquaintance

with scripture, Southcott began pub-

lishing her prophecies and other reflec-

tions and eventually produced 65 pam-

phlets totaling about 9500 pages. She

also began issuing "seals" that seemed

to function both as talismans for the

well-being of her followers and assur-

ances of membership among the

10,000 "sealed," whom Revelation indi-

cates will be saved in the end.

Joanna's followers, eventually

termed "Southcottians " grew to num-

ber many thousands as she pursued

SOUTH' iHSOSr-JT,

Joanna Southcott

(1750-1814) cap-

tured something of

the Zeitgeist of an

age of change brack-

eting the turn of the

18th/19th century

during which indus-

trialization and polit-

ical unrest made for

widespread anxiety

as old routines and

beliefs were chal-

lenged.

'Joanna Southcott: An Extraordinary Fanatic"

Engraving by R. Cooper

connecting people + ideas 5



In 1814 Southcott

announced that she

was pregnant with a

new Messiah, who

would be known as

Shiloh. Her followers

waited expectantly,

but the fruit of her

pregnancy was not

forthcoming. Rather,

she grew weak and

died in December of

that year.

i

A MEDICAL I.VJFECT/OV.

MIRACLES Will NEVER CF.

her mission, often in the

face of controversy and

ridicule. She interpreted

scripture to predict that

since the Jews had reject-

ed Christ, England would

be the new Israel and

that during the millenni-

um of Christ's reign

proceeding the absolute

end ot time, the new

order would emanate

from Britannia. In 1814

Southcott announced that

she was pregnant with a

new Messiah, who would

be known as Shiloh. Her

followers waited expec-

tantly, but the fruit of

her pregnancy was not

forthcoming. Rather, she

grew weak and died in

December of that year.

Joanna Southcott was one among many visionaries of new ages who seemed especially

numerous in England and America between about 1790 and 1850. In addition to religious figures,

there were poets, perhaps most notable among them William Blake, with his own devotion to char-

acters from Daniel and Revelation. All ot these seers proclaimed something new in the air, a trans-

formed reality that they sensed around them and on the horizon. There would be changes in gender

relations (Southcott took a leadership role that could be seen as heralding a new social order), in

international politics, in racial configurations (Joanna proclaimed that the skin of all of the saved

would be white). This envisioning, carried on in many quarters, had practical as well as imaginary

implications.

The extent and persistence of Joanna Southcott's following argues against viewing her as

simply a crazy hysteric. Thousands of Londoners believed in her, and Southcottian sectarians orga-

nized in Kent, Yorkshire, Birmingham, and other parts of England. When she died, many of these

people proved to be true believers and continued to study her teachings and follow her successors.

One of these disciples, John Wroe, carried her message to North America and to Australia, where

there are adherents yet. In the 1920s, Mabel Badtrop founded the Panacea Society in Joanna's name.

The Society continues actively promoting its vision of the future and reminding the world that

there still exists, hidden somewhere in England, a sealed trunk in which Joanna Southcott left fur-

ther predictions, perhaps including yet more new worlds imagined.

"A Medical Inspection. Or Miracles Will Never Cease."

Engraving by Thomas Rowlandson, 1814

Tim West is the Director of Collection Development at the Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections Library
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New Worlds Imagined

alAA/or ld^s Fa irs a nd Fxposition

s

Stephen Miller

"I have seen the future" read the pin that visitors received as they left the Futurama exhibit .it

the 1939 New York World's Fair. Almost from their inception, world's fairs and exhibitions have

been a source, sometimes accurate and sometimes not, for new worlds imagined.

The first world's fair was the Great Exhibition of 1851 held in Hyde Park, London. The cen-

terpiece of the exhibition was the large glass and steel Crystal Palace, which housed some 100,000

exhibits from around the world. It was the American world's fairs of 1893, 1939, and 1964 that

brought forth visions of Utopian futures and promoted an unqualified belief in science and technol-

ogy as a means to both personal freedom and economic prosperity.

The "White City" of the 1 893 World's Columbian Exposition was, according to Donald 1 .

Miller writing in American Heritage, "a nearly complete miniature city equipped with its own

sewage, water, and electric-

power plants, fire, police, street

cleaning, and governing bod-

ies, and the most advanced

urban transportation system in

the world." Visitors thrilled to

the prospect of electric light

and power, moving sidewalks,

and long distance telephone

calls. As Miller notes, the

Utopian vision of the industrial

metropolis was everywhere:

"The white city seemed to sug-

gest a solution to almost every

problem afflicting the modern

city, even its notoriously cor-

rupt system of government."

Unfortunately, this Utopian

"new world imagined" could

not be brought to life outside

the fair, which ended amidst

deepening nationwide depres-

sion and the assassination of

Chicago's mayor.

The 1939 New York

World's Fair greatly expanded

the Utopian vision by showcas-

ing the "world of tomorrow."

In the face of the uncertainty and confusion of the time, it offered hope and the promise of a new

and better world based on technology. Television, radio, plastics, highways, nuclear energy, video-

phones, robots, and dishwashers all offered fairgoers a glimpse of a future technological Utopia.

Visitors to the landmark Trylon and Perisphere gazed down upon "Democracity," an immense

The first Ferris wheel was a central attraction

at the 1893 World's Columbian Imposition.

Almost from their

inception, world's

fairs and exhibitions

have been a source,

sometimes accurate

and sometimes

not, for new worlds

imagined.

connecting people + ideas 7



While sometimes

misguided, world's

fairs have often been

quite accurate in

predicting today's

world. Commonplace

in 1999 are the

universal electricity

envisioned by

the 1893 World's

Columbian

Exposition; high-

ways, suburbs, and

television imagined

by the 1939

World's Fair; and the

"Information

Machines" forecast at

the 1964 fair.

diorama depicting a Utopian American

city in the year 2039. At General the

Motors Futurama pavilion, fairgoers

were transported in moving chairs

equipped with individual loudspeakers

over a representation of 3,000 square

miles of the America of the future.

In Futurama's Utopian wonderland of

I960, an extensive network of super-

highways connected modern

metropolises, a prediction that came

to pass.

At the New York World's Fair of

1964, monorails, amphibious cars, and

passenger travel through space to moon

colonies were part of the new world

imagined at the height of the spaceWilliam ( Irant Still (I.) and W. C. 1 landy in front of the Trylon

and Perisphere under construction at the 1939 New York race
-
And as was the case in 1939

>
sYn

World's Fair. From the William (irant Still Papers at the Rare

Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections Library

thetic materials were the rage. The

DuPont pavilion's "Wonderful World of

Chemistry" featured "The Happy

Plastics Family," living in a world made

of synthetic materials with names like Tedlar, Delrin, Antron, Dacron, Zytel, Mylar and Hylene. The

1964 GM Futurama envisioned future worlds with humans living on the moon and under the sea

in extensive colonies. In the guidebook for the fair, advertisements for Norelco predicted an "elec-

tronic roadway of the future, circling high above New York," while ads for the IBM pavilion invited

visitors to experience a "fantastic new world called the 'Information Machine'."

While sometimes misguided, world's fairs have often been quite accurate in predicting

today's world. Commonplace in 1999 are the universal electricity envisioned by the 1893 World's

Columbian Exposition; highways, suburbs, and television imagined by the 1939 World's Fair; and

the "Information Machines" forecast at the 1964 fair. In his book 1939: The Lost World of the Fair,

David ( Jelernter suggests that we have indeed reached and are now living in the Utopian America of

the future imagined by the 1939 fair. This is a Utopia not of perfection but "a place where, for vast

numbers of people, life all in all is pretty good," and the working and middle classes have the where-

withal to live "the good life" as seen through the eyes of 1939. The unbridled optimism of that age is

lust expressed in the Book ofRecord, printed and distributed to libraries around the world, includ-

ing Duke s Perkins 1 ibrary. The book chronicles the location, methods for retrieval, and contents of

a time capsule that was buried under the Westinghouse pavilion and is to be opened in the year

6939. The book concludes: "...humanity shall march onward to achievements splendid beyond the

imagination of this day, to new worlds of human wealth, power, life, and happiness. ..the future will

be glorious." Standing at the edge of the millennium, what new worlds do we imagine?

8 Duke University Libraries

Stephen Miller is Digital Encoding Archivist at the Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections Library



Elbert Hubbard and the Roycrofters:

Rediscovering the Art of Printing _
Linda McCurdy

Klbert I lubbard put Fast Aurora, New York on the map as a living example of a new world

imagined. From 1895 to 1915 Fast Aurora, a small village in the western part of the state, drew

visitors from near and far to see the printing house and soeiologiL.il phenomenon known as the

Roycroft Shops. But most of all the visitors eame to meet F.lberl I lubbard, the lounder and ideo-

logue of the Roycrofters. Variously lauded as a far-seeing revolutionary and condemned as an

immoral mountebank, I lubbard was ever the self-promoter a passionate believer in his own causes

who knew how to exploit the power of advertising.

It was in advertising that I lubbard whet his skills as a promoter. Hubbard, a Midwesterner by

birth, prospered as sales manager for J. D. Larkin & Company as the head of the Soap Slingers

—

high pressure travel-

ling salesmen who

were known for

putting a foot in the

door of unsuspecting

housewives just long

enough to leave them

a box of Larkin soap

samples. The sales-

man would return

the following week,

hoping to collect

the price of the box

of soap. However,

in 1892 Hubbard

announced to his

wife and family that

he was giving up

commerce to become

a writer and Harvard

student.

He soon left

I Larvard and headed

to Europe to gather

material for a series

he was writing on

"little journeys" to

the homes of famous

people. He also

became involved with

a new small-format

literary magazine,

8
t K

Variously lauded

as a far-seeing

revolutionary and

condemned as an

immoral mounte-

bank, Hubbard

was ever the self-

promoter, a

passionate believ-

er in his own

causes who knew

how to exploit

the power of

advertising.

Publication of this "preachment" in an 1899 issue of the Philistine brought Klbert

Hubbard national attention. (Hand illumined, limited, signed edition, 1899) connecting people + ideas 9



The humble and the

famous came to East

Aurora, drawn by

Hubbard's protesta-

tions against the

machine age and its

costs to the human

spirit. Like his hero

William Morris of the

English Kelmscott

Press, Hubbard

sought to teach

lessons in the art of

printing by reviving a

more humanistic

approach to the busi-

ness of publishing.

Philistine: A Periodical of Protest,

first lis a contributor in 1895

and then by the next year as its

publisher. Hubbard bought a

press and set it up in a barn

in East Aurora, naming it the

Roycroft press after the seven-

teenth century English press of

Samuel and Thomas Roycroft.

Around the new press m the

village ot East Aurora, 1 lubbard

created his own community,

recruiting local farm people to

learn the craft of hand printing

and exposing them to his

philosophies of the dignity of

hard work and the sharing

of communal tasks.

The Roycroft community

began quietly enough, but the

publication in 1899 ot an essay,

"Message to Garcia," which

became wildly popular, jumped

the number ot subscriptions to

the Philistine to over 100,000 and

Little Journeys to over 60,000.

The essay retold an incident from

the Spanish .American War of

1898 in which U.S. Army It.

Andrew Rowan was given a tough assignment that involved delivering a message. Against difficult

odds. Rowan came through. Hubbard's theme in his "little preachment" was that the true hero is the

person who gets the job done without quibbling, questioning, or hesitation. The story and its moral

struck a nerve with the public, and the essay was reprinted many times, to be distributed by bosses,

teachers, clergy, and others interested in the work ethic of the American labor force.

Hubbard was ready tor the lame that the "Message to Garcia" brought him. He had a

flamboyant personality and loved the limelight. He grew his hair long and dressed eccentrically,

carefully grooming his public persona. Always prepared to give an interview, Hubbard was a

popular speaker who enjoyed making public statements designed to arouse controversy. He

traveled widely and even did a stmt on the vaudeville stage. He variously characterized himself

as a Fabian socialist, an anarchist, and an advocate ot women's rights and marital freedom.

1 lubbard's advocacy of marital freedom caught him in a public scandal. His wife divorced him

when he and a very independent schoolteacher had a child together.

The humble and the famous came to East Aurora, drawn by Hubbard's protestations against

the machine age and its costs to the human spirit. I ike his hero William Morris ot the English

Hubbard cultiv ated his image as an eccentric,

outspoken, and controversial figure.

10 Duke University Libraries



Kelmscott Press, Hubbard sought to teach lessons in the art of printing by reviving a

more humanistic approach to the business of publishing. However, while there was

an exclusiveness about the works produced by the Kelmscott Press, the Roycrofters'

products were designed to bring uplifting, stimulating literature to the average

American in a format more aesthetic than that of big commercial presses. Hubbard

popularized an interest in printing as design and as the creation of a happy, person-

ally involved workforce. The Roycrofters' wages were low, but they enjoyed profit-

sharing and special year-end prizes. They lived in a cooperative community with

many shared tasks. Life was raised above the simple routines of work by the pres-

ence of a library and regular concerts and lectures. The town attracted tourists,

intellectuals, and itinerant workers, all of whom could stay at an inn on the grounds

of the Roycroft Shops.

Elbert Hubbard's great experiment ended on May 7, 1915, when he went

down with the ship Lusitania, which was sunk by a German torpedo. News of

Hubbard's death shocked his loyal followers and brought thousands of sympathetic-

letters to the bereft Roycrofters of East Aurora. Hubbard's final epitaph has not been

written, and there still exists divided

opinion about his personality and his

legacy. Some saw him as a vulgar

Bohemian, while others looked at the

same man and saw a wild, sweet, altru-

istic spirit. Some looked at his books

and saw a crude imitator of William

Morris who did "unbelievably bad

printing." Others admired him for

taking ordinary workers and introduc-

ing them "into what is truly a purer

air, where the labor of their hands is

dignified . . . into artistic achievement,

with which the sordid drudgery of

the factory in its present system cannot

be compared." The Rare Book,

Manuscript, and Special Collections Library holds some 250 Roycroft imprints.

Come to the library and judge for yourself the value of Elbert Hubbard's vision of

the new world of hand printing.

Hubbard popularized an interest in

printing as design and as the creation of

a happy, personally involved workforce.

The Roycrofters' wages were low, but

they enjoyed profit-sharing and special

year-end prizes.They lived in a coopera-

tive community with many shared tasks.

Linda McCurdy is Director of Research Services at the Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special

Collections Library.



Matriarchal Worlds Imagined:
Feminist Utopias of

the Twentieth Century

In the early years of

the twentieth

century, the

dominant idea of the

woman's sphere

continued to limit

women's educational

opportunities and

acceptable activities,

and corsets and

other restrictive

clothing often

compromised their

health.

Elizabeth Dunn

As with any major social movement, each wave of feminism has resulted in a questioning of

societal values. Journalists and social critics analyze the world as it is, but writers of fiction explore

the worlds that might he. Utopian fiction is the ideal vehicle for expressing innovative or controver-

sial beliefs regarding social change. An author can recreate society from whole cloth, invent com-

pelling characters to voice her vision, and hope to influence a larger audience than might be possi-

ble through a purely polemical work.

Steeped in the writings of Plato, More, and Wells, and particularly inspired by Edward

Bellamy's Utopian socialist Looking Backward, Charlotte Perkins Gilman (1860-1935) wrote three

book-length works of Utopian fiction: Moving the Mountain, Herland, and With Her in Ourland. In

Herland ( 1415), the most fully realized of the three, Gilman describes an all-female country estab-

lished after men's destructiveness has wiped out civilization. The novel begins two thousand years

after the cataclysm. Three male explorers discover Herland and are treated to an edifying tour of this

beautiful, unpolluted country where women, dressed in comfortable unisex clothing, pursue every

needed occupation, each according to her skills and desires. Decision-making is collective, reproduc-

tion through parthenogenesis, and child welfare is paramount. Each woman has her own small pri-

vate apartment, and cooking, cleaning, and childcare are the responsibility of women specializing in

those skills.

In Herland Gilman was clearly responding to both her personal life and to her social milieu.

Her first marriage and childbirth had brought intense frustration and depression, dramatically

depicted in her noted short story, "The Yellow Wallpaper." In the early years of the twentieth century,

the dominant idea of the woman's sphere continued to limit women's educational opportunities and

acceptable activities, and corsets ami other restrictive clothing often compromised their health.

The Second Wave Women's Movement of the 1960s and 1970s stimulated an even more

pervasive awareness of issues of gender inequity and inspired a proliferation of feminist Utopian

fiction. Authors such as Marion Zimmer Bradley, Marge Piercy, Rochelle Singer, and Monique

Wittig weighed in with their views on the ideal society. These works generally share several

attributes: a collective approach to decision-making; either a completely female community, or

one in which the power is concentrated in the hands of women; a view of men as a negative social

force; strong reactions to technological development as either liberating or sinister; and a view

of racism as unacceptable.

The Women's l iberation Movement inspired some women to experiment with single-sex

living arrangements. Some of the more extreme leaders proclaimed that separation from men, at

least temporarily, was the only means by which women could regain control of their emotional and

political lives. In the 1968 pamphlet "Toward a Female Liberation Movement," fudith Brown, a

noted Gainesville, Florida feminist, calls for the creation of women's communes as sanctuaries:

Some radical women, in deciding to live together, ought to fashion homes which have

definite political goals. A woman, married or unmarried, could move into such a

center for a period of time and be relieved of the terrible compulsion to one-up her
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sisters in dating, grooming, etc. The commune should decide on house rules, experi-

ment with sexual relationships on an equal basis with men.. . The commune should

be a center for women to live during decision periods in their lives. . . The commune

would define itself as a female place. Innumerable experiments in living, political

forays and serious and uninterrupted thinking could center in the commune.

And there is no mistaking the message of betsy warrior's article, "Man as an Obsolete I ,ife

Form," published in No More Fun and Gaines. A Journal of Female Liberation, the organ of the

radical Boston group, Cell 16. As is usual when political rhetoric and individual needs collide, the

communes formed during this period were generally far from the Utopian visions espoused by

feminist authors ot this century.

Further Reading

Doskow, Minna, ed. Charlotte Perkins Oilman's Utopian Novels. Cranbury, N.J. and London:

Associated University Presses, 1999.

Echols, Alice. Daring to Be Bad: Radical Feminism in America 1967-1975. Minneapolis: University

of Minnesota Press, 1989.

Gearhart, Sally Miller. "Future Visions: Today's Politics: Feminist Utopias in Review," pp. 296-309 in

Rohrlich, Ruby and Elaine Hoffman Baruch, eds. Women in Search of Utopia: Mavericks and

Mythmakers. New York: Schocken Books, 1984.

Jones, Beverly and Judith Brown. "Toward a Female Liberation Movement." Boston: New England

Free Press, 1968(?).

warrior, betsy. "Man as an Obsolete Life Form," No More Fun and Games. A journal o) Female

Liberation, v.l, #2, Feb. 1969, pp. 77-78.

Elizabeth Dunn is Women's Studies Reference Archivist in the Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections

Library's Center for Women's History and Culture.
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Partners in Pedagogy:
Technology Joins the Faculty

Lynne O'Brien

There is less chalk dust

in Professor Thomas

Witelski 's classroom this

semester. Witelski has

exchanged Ins chalkboard

for a digital writing tablet.

The clipboard-sized

tablet, which permits

Witelski to maintain eye

contact with his students

while he lectures, captures the motion of his pen as

he writes, projecting his notes onto a screen for view-

ing by his Math 103X students. Simultaneously, the

notes are recorded in electronic form, ready for post-

ing to the Web, where they will be available for his

students to review.

Fifteen students in Alex Harris's photography

course, "American Communities: A Documentary

Approach" (PPS 176S), are using the class's interac-

tive Web site along with cameras and film to com-

plete their projects on the lives of refugee and immi-

grant children and families in the Triangle area. Each

week students post a small selection of their pho-

tographs on the Web site, adding their reflections

about each picture, and inviting responses from their

classmates and Professor Harris. Prepared by their

activity at the Web site, students come to class

already knowing a good deal about their classmates'

projects. They also have valuable perspectives on

their own work that they probably would not have

gained in time-constrained class discussions.

Paul Gronke and Ken Rogerson teach political

science and public policy courses (PPS 195s and oth-

ers) in which students are using technology to gain

hands-on experience in conducting research. The

students are studying the Internet as they use it.

Interacting not only with their professors and each

other, but also with the North Carolina chapter of

(he I eague ol Women Voters and individuals at

Democracy Net, students will establish and maintain

a nonpartisan voter information site for the 2000

presidential election. As they compile and post

candidate and campaign information tor North

Carolina at their site, students will be putting their

political science and computer science training to use

in a real world setting.

The courses taught by Professors Witelski,

Harris, Gronke and Rogerson are among more than

two dozen Duke University courses that are being

reshaped, in part, through support from the new

Center for Instructional Technology. Established

in January 1999, the Center is a university-wide

initiative focusing on the effective application of

information technology in teaching and learning.

The Center is the outcome of an extensive planning

process that included surveys of Duke faculty, staff,

and students, site visits to other universities, and

assistance from an IBM consultant. The final report

from that planning process (Strategic Plan for

Information Technology in Teaching and Learning)

points out that a number of faculty at Duke already

have considerable experience using technology in

teaching. However, the same report goes on, "There

is a larger population of faculty. . .who have wit-

nessed these successful applications, expressed a will-

ingness to explore them, but require a distinctly

different support structure." The Center for

Instructional Technology (CIT), created with the

endorsement of President Keohane and then Provost

Strohbehn, supplies that new support structure.

Professor Paul Gronke comments about the

Center's formation:

The most important result of the

instructional technology initiative,

from my perspective, is the arrival of

'one stop' shopping for faculty who are

interested in course development. The

resources and the smarts have always

been available at Duke, but they've

been scattered across the University.

This made it difficult for the interested

professor to obtain help and secure

funding, and made it all but impossible

to convince less interested professors

to consider educational technology.
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Administratively part of the Duke Library,

the Center for Instructional Technology

The CIT's embrace of the whole university is

one of its key features. Faculty from every school,

representatives from the library and the Office of

Information Technology, and a liaison from the

Information Technology Advisory Committee form

the CIT advisory board. The board identifies instruc-

tional technology priorities based on campus-wide

interests and needs. The CIT director uses this infor-

mation to design the Center's activities, which

promote sharing information and coordinating

planning across different schools and departments.

For example, the CIT Teaching with Technology

Speaker Series in the spring of 1999 included presen-

tations on topics of general interest to their col-

leagues from faculty in arts and sciences, nursing,

business and medicine. Some of those presentations

described classroom techniques, such as the use of

on-line communication tools, while others focused

on trends in instructional technology, such as new

publishing models involving textbook publishers,

faculty authors and multimedia designers.

Administratively part of the Duke Library,

the Center for Instructional Technology calls upon

the knowledge and experience of librarians and

builds on the Library's history of helping faculty

incorporate new types of information technology

into their research and teaching. Since arriving in

January, Director of Instructional Technology Lynne

O'Brien has been working with librarians to identify

places where there is a natural connection between

the Library's activities and those of the CIT. When

humanities librarians planned a retreat in July of

1999, they invited O'Brien and faculty from humani-

ties departments to meet with them to explore uses

of audio, video, graphics and interactive Web tech-

niques in the humanities. After examining specific

software packages and Web sites, the librarians,

faculty and CIT staff discussed how they might

together bring about the use of these tools in

humanities courses.

A number of projects supported by the CIT

bring librarians into the planning and development

of instructional technology activities in courses.

One of the most ambitious of these is the Digital

Durham project, which is being developed by history

professor Trudi Abel. Drawing on the collections

of the library's Public Documents and Maps

Department and the Rare Book, Manuscript, and

Special Collections Library, the project will utilize

maps, census data, tax list

data, visual images, and

correspondence from late

nineteenth-century

Durham. Abel's students

will create a database and

Web site, and then they

will analyze and interpret

the materials. The stu-

dents will translate their findings into teaching mod-

ules that will be used in the North Carolina public

schools. The Digital Durham project will result in a

research-intensive and technologically rich learning

experience for Abel's students and a resource for

other Duke history professors who plan to utilize the

project's materials. As Alex Roland, chair of the his-

tory departmen, comments:

The idea of putting this data on a web

site and making it accessible to a broad

range of researchers multiplies the

power of this project and no doubt

increases its appeal to students.

They will surely come away from this

exercise with a greatly enhanced notion

of the lure and limitations of history

and the ability of their own work to

contribute to the greater historical

enterprise.

Trudi Abel's project also extends activities

the Library has undertaken to make archival material

available on the Web. Robert Byrd, director of the

Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections

Library, notes:

One of the issues we have been explor-

ing is how to provide an adequate con-

text for digital facsimiles of Special

Collections materials. Simply offering a

large number of images on the web

without organized contextual informa-

tion seems less than maximally useful.

It is a virtue of the Digital Durham

Project that its web site, with databases

of census and tax data, will provide a

context within which to examine and

interpret the images and transcriptions

placed on the site.

calls upon the knowledge and experience

of librarians and builds on the Library's

history of helping faculty incorporate new

types of information technology into

their research and teaching.
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In line with its

goal of serving the

entire university, the

CIT is establishing

partnerships with other

technology-support

organizations on cam-

pus and building on

existing instructional technology activities. For

example, CIT funds will contribute to Puke's ongo-

ing work with the WebAssign project, which was

initiated at North Carolina State University and

expanded with funding

Met., i m,k,. i mv.T\tty. I cut hi tur Intlm ( hiinol Ip. Imoloijv Homepage

enter for

I

Welcome to Duke University's

Center for Instructional Technology.

The Center for instructional technology is a new
unrversity-wirje initiative rocusmg on tne effective

application or mim m :->tn m tei.lmulog\ m learning anu
learning environments The or Works vnm faculty on
in -.Inn In iridi . ijrnpi iring proie* l ; OfTei j training pmgr arti

and informational events, introduces technology tools for

course use. assists faculty m lot atmg funomg for

instructional computing initiatives, and collaborates with

other groups to assess tne impact and effectiveness of

instructional tecrmoiogy initiatives

News, events an& CtT happenings

Throughout the 1999-2000 academic

year, the CIT will work with faculty who

are exploring the possibilities that new

technologies offer for teaching and learn-

ing. The outcome will be students

engaged more deeply with course materi-

als, discussions that extend beyond the

classroom walls, new sources of informa-

tion discovered, and a broader sense of

community developed.

and programming sup-

port from Duke's Trinity

College of Arts and

Sciences. WebAssign

automatically delivers

assignments from a

central database of prob-

lems and can even set a

limited time window in

which students must

complete their assign-

ment. The program

corrects the problems in

real time and keeps statis-

tics about students'

answers to questions.

WebAssign reduces the

amount of time instruc-

tors and teaching assis-

tants spend on grading homework assignments, free-

ing them for more contact with students and allow-

ing them to tailor classroom activities to the topics

with which students have had the most difficulty.

Enhancement of WebAssign is in the offing.

With the help of additional funding from the

CIT, Duke physics professors Daniel Gauthier and

Mark Johnson will collaborate with the other project

developers to add the capability for peer and group

grading. Johnson explains: "Students will be actively

engaged in the work of others in the class and will

get feedback on their own work as well. By using

technology in this way, we hope to provide another

context at Duke in which students develop their

cooperative learning skills."

The CIT also is working with Arts and

Sciences Computing, the Office of Information

Technology and a group

in the medical school to

introduce Courselnfo

software to faculty and

students in the fall of

1999. Courselnfo pro-

vides a powerful and easy-

to-use tool suite for

instructors in all subject areas. Instructors use

Courseinfo to build course Web sites and to integrate

on-line quizzes, electronic discussion boards, and

network-based group projects. Duke faculty who

experimented with Courselnfo during the summer

of 1999 were enthusiastic about its potential for

putting course materials on-line and encouraging

experimentation with innovative teaching strategies.

Courselnfo is one of several new academic

software tools the CIT will help make available to

faculty. Growing numbers of faculty have expressed

interest in tools that will allow them to integrate

audio and video into their teaching. In response to

that interest, the CIT advisory board has awarded

funding to the Video Professor project at Duke's

Fuqua School of Business. Key elements of the

project include capturing on video segments of

faculty presentations and lectures by guest speakers,

editing and cataloging the video clips, then storing

them in a virtual library for access by others. With

the facility to search, access and edit multimedia

archives, faculty have the opportunity to incorporate

exemplary materials into their classes. Fuqua

Associate Dean for Information Technology Nevin

Fouts points out:

There are increasing expectations from

students for high-quality multimedia

content as part of their learning experi-

ence. The ability for professors to

include video clips of their peers or

guest speakers in the classroom (per-

haps as embedded video within a

PowerPoint presentation), would pro-

vide students with insight from more

than just the professor assigned to the

course and would allow the value of a

faculty member's knowledge and per-

spective to extend beyond just the

courses they teach. A clip of one profes-

sor's eloquent explanation of a particu-
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lar concept mighl be the best way for

students across many classes to quickly

grasp the idea.

In return for CIT support, developers of this

project will share their expertise and technology

model with faculty in other schools.

Although the CIT's goals focus on the

University as a whole, many of its activities are tai-

lored to the specific interests of individual schools,

departments or faculty. For example, Earl Dowel! and

Marion Shepard (respectively, Dean and Associate

Dean of the School of Engineering in the spring of

1999) contacted the CIT about planning an instruc-

tional technology workshop to help Engineering

faculty take advantage of the school's technology

classrooms and new computer projection equipment.

In May 1999, eighteen faculty from the School of

Engineering participated in a four-part workshop

collaboratively planned and taught by Lynne O'Brien

of the CIT, Engineering instructor Michael Gustafson

and Engineering library director Linda Martinez.

Faculty who participated in the workshop received

laptop computers from the School of Engineering

so that they could offer technology-enhanced presen-

tations and materials in class using the School's new

projection equipment. Other collaborative instruc-

tional technology workshops are planned tor the

Sociology department's Markets and Management

program and for the Divinity School faculty.

Throughout the 1999-2000 academic year,

the CIT will work with faculty who are exploring the

possibilities that new technologies offer for teaching

and learning. The outcome will be students engaged

more deeply with course materials, discussions that

extend beyond the classroom walls, new sources of

information discovered, and a broader sense of

community developed. Together the Center for

Instructional Technology and the Duke faculty will

find ways to enhance teaching techniques that have

worked well in the past while developing new strate-

gies for preparing students for the future.

Web sites associated with this article:

Duke University Center for Instructional Technology

http://www.lib.duke.eiiu/cit/

Duke University l ibraries

http://www.lib.duke.edu/

Duke University Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections Library

http://scriptorium.lib.duke.edu/

Duke University Science and Engineering Libraries

http://www.lib.duke.edu/science/

Puqua School of Business

http://www.fuqua.duke.edu/index_40. him I

I Hike University School of Engineering

http://www.egr.duke.edu/

Instructional Technology Workshop for the School of Engineering

http://www.lib.duke.edu/cit/training.htnil

Duke LIniversity Divinity School

http://www.divinity.duke.edu/

Thomas Witelski's Chalk-less Classroom project

http://www.math.duke.edu/faculty/witelski/itproposal.html

Alex Harris's American Communities Photography website project

http://www.lib.duke.edu/cit/Proposals/harris.html

Paul Gronke's and Ken Rogerson's Internet, Politics, and Public Policy project

http://www.duke.edu/~gronke/CIT%20Proposal.html

Trudi Abel's Digital Durham project

http://www.lib.duke.edu/cit/Proposals/TrudiFinal.html

Fuqua School of Business Video Professor project (multiple professors)

http://www.lib.duke.edu/cit/Proposals/Fouts.htm

Democracy Net

http://www.dnet.org

Strategic Plan for Information Technology in Teaching and Learning

http://www.aas.duke.edu/IT/

Courselnto at Duke University

http://courseinto.duke.edu/tAHirseInto.html

YVebAssign project at Duke University

http://ed.phy.edu/webassign

WebAssign software

http://webassign.net/info/
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Familiar pines alerted Dan to the fact that Ford and he were approaching Forrester

County. Gaunt, stunted branches swayed atop shaggy trunks, ragged against a pale sky.

Silent, he fought apprehension, as across the front seat Ford waited and watched.

Whenever Dan returned to this country, he carried with him the conviction that the

land would swallow him. Through the early part of the ride, from the Raleigh-Durham air-

port to the wastelands surrounding Smithfield, Princeton, and Goldsboro, his dread mani-

fested itself as a tautness across his chest. He watched the procession of devastated landscape,

ruined farms, and collapsing shanties, wrecks of unpainted carpentry from which, neverthe-

less, smoke rose through chimneys into a cloudless sky. Pastel mobile homes perched on cin-

derblock feet in bleak squares of grass. Red-cheeked plastic Santas waved gaily from the

bland roofs of ranch-style bungalows. Wrecked automobiles clustered as if in herds, over-

grown with ropes of kudzu vine. The images, the courses of the roads, struck him as familiar

but oddly changed. Scoured in white light.

For a while he would forget Ford, then glimpse him. The landscape absorbed Dan,

and he studied the line of ragged trees, the swoop and rise of the high-tension wire, the

slant of an untended road sign; and suddenly, turning his head, he would find Ford driving

the car.

Highway 70 gave way to the less-traveled Highway 58 beyond Kinston. The roads

forked at a clapboard service station over which soared a sign bearing a blue neon bird,

wings flapping at the same electronic interval as when Dan first remembered seeing it, years

ago, Dan small and quiet, peering over the backseat of his father's car.

Soon the car crossed into Forrester County, and he read the first road signs for

Somersville and Potter's Lake. Along these roads stretched a chain of houses in which Dan

had lived during his childhood. The thought of the houses, and of Ford seeing the houses,

filled him with quiet apprehension. The first appeared beyond Potters Lake, a white, tiled

cottage nestled on a low rise, impossibly tiny, porch fallen to ruins. Dan had intended to

point out the house to Ford but at the last moment his arm collapsed to his side and no

words emerged from anywhere. The house seemed so small and shabby, even he could hardly

believe he had once lived there.

The next was worse, a heap of boards sitting neglected in high grass behind a broad fig

bush. Empty windows. Barns tumbling to wreckage behind. The yard had dwindled to a

small tangle of weeds surrounded by old farm equipment. J lived here once. He turned to

Ford and imagined the words. Impossible.
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Dan had intended to

point out the house to

Ford but at the last

moment his arm

collapsed to his side

and no words emerged

from anywhere.The

house seemed so small

and shabby, even he

could hardly believe he

had once lived there.

Silence soon began to choke him, and he stared fixedly at the road. Ford must have felt

the change, because he asked, "Did you live around here?"

Roads, houses, even trees, alive in his memory, passed by him in a dull stream.

"I have something to show you," Dan said, as the car crossed the bridge over the

Eleanor River.

Wooden frame buildings formed something called the Harvey Crossroads. Ford eyed

Dan cautiously. "Where?"

"Turn right on this road. Not far."

The woods had been larger when he was a boy. But farther down the road little had

changed; the same barns stood in the same fields he remembered, the same farmhouses

hanging back half-hidden in the shade of sweetgum trees. Beneath another bridge, the

Eleanor River twisted back on herself, clotted water overhung with shadows; downriver from

the bridge was the railroad trestle, and beyond opened the broad field of his memory, once

littered with cornstalks but planted now with clover. In the center of the bleak field stood the

house, sentinel in its plowed ground, guarded by huge old trees. When his family had lived

there, the children named the place the Circle House. The yard consumed the house in weeds

and grass, and the structure itself sagged, empty.

Ford studied the tiny house in perfect silence. He slowed the car and parked on the

shoulder.

Dan stepped into December wind. The smell of the air entranced him, he studied the

horizon in amazement. The line of pines encircled the flat plate of earth, ragged and gaunt.

Hardly different at all. Beyond the broad ditch and yard, knee-deep in weed, stretched the

flatness of the field. Beyond those trees ran the river, drifting within her shadowed banks,

flowing silkily, darkly through the pilings of the bridge.

Ford appeared at his side and studied him. "Here?"

Dan nodded. He studied the weathered clapboard of the front, the sagging tin roof,

the concrete porch with cracked steps, ivy covering one wall. The front door hung inward on

its hinges. Paint flaked from gray wood. Whitewashed boards covered some of the windows.

The house stared blindly forward.

Do you recognize me? Did you think I would ever come back? His body rebelled when

he reached the front porch steps. He took a deep breath, watching his feet, which refused to

move until he reminded himself that the house was empty and a foot lifted. Found the next

step. Ford hung at his elbow, as if afraid he might fall.

He climbed to the concrete porch. Stepping with squared shoulders to the open door,

he peered inside.

No image of the past remained, not the least flicker. The empty front room echoed

with the sound of his breath. Dry leaves clacked on the floor when the wind slid through the

crack in the door; Dan pushed the door open as the wind gusted, and room shook with a rat-

tling like bones.

Jim Grimstey, an Edgecombe County native, is the winner of numerous awards and grants. His published

works include novels, short fiction, plays, poems, and essays. Duke's Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special

Collections Library is the repository for Grimsley's papers.

This excerpt from Comfort & Joy, published by Algonquin Books, has been used with the permission of the

publisher and the author. In celebration of the publication of Comfort & loy, there will be a reading and

reception at 7:00 p.m. on October 27 at Perkins Library in the Rare Book Room.
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notes

Exhibits
In the Perkins Library Gallery

September/October

/ luke ( )riginals

Documents from the University

Archives celebrating seventy-five (plus)

years < > t I Hike history

November/December

New Worlds Imagined: Seeking Utopia

Through Technology, Politics, Religion,

and Social Reform

January/February 2000

Heavy Wings: African American Life in

the Inn ( row South

The Campaign

for the Library

This has been a banner year for

funclraising at Duke—for the

Library and for the University as a

whole. In mid-July the University's

Office of Gift Records released the

official 1998-99 tallies, confirming

June hopes for record-breaking

totals. The fiscal yeai dosed on

$332M in cash raised by Duke, only

the third university in the United

States to have achieved this feat. At

the halfway point of the $ 1 5B

Campaign for Duke, $91 7,385,107

has been pledged.

At the Library, the develop-

ment office staff knew by the third

week of June that the goals for

1998/99 had been met.The

University's July report showed that

in every category this was the

Library's best fundraising year, The

pledge total of $4,392,588 exceed-

ed the goal by 9%, and the cash

total of $3,850, 154 exceeded that

goal by 21%. Half way into its

$30M, seven-year campaign,the

Library is on track, having raised

just over $15M.

iges from Heavy Wings.

Above: lames and Mary Robinson,

Marks, Mississippi, 1 420s. Donated by

Mary Robinson, Memphis.

Right: 8th grade elass, 1935, donated

by 1 ula I lolmes, Ernestine Atkins and ^-^^^jjtes

1 ouise Nesbit, Pawlev's Island, S('

The 1999/2000

Engaging Faculty

Series

The Friends of Duke University

Library inaugurated the Engaging

Faculty series in 1996 to encourage

discourse— both among the

University's scholars and among

scholars and members of the Duke

and Triangle communities .The lec-

tures in the series are informal,

interdisciplinary conversations that

provide an opportunity for faculty

to hear about the work of their col-

leagues in other departments and

give students and the general pub-

lic a chance to learn about research

going on at Duke.The programs

during the first three seasons have

exceeded the Friends' high expecta-

tions for the Engaging Faculty

series.The events scheduled for

1999/2000 promise to do the same.

John Hope Franklin, James B.

Duke Professor Emeritus of History,

and his co-author Loren L.

Schweninger, Professor of History at

UNC-Greensboro, begin the

1999/2000 series with a discussion

of their new book, Runaway Slaves:

Rebels on the Plantation, 1790-

1860. In writing Runaway Slaves,

Franklin and Schweninger analyzed

2,000 runaway slave notices as well

as correspondence and scores of

court documents and petitions to

Southern legislatures.ft//ww;i/

Slaves is being heralded as a semi-

nal study of a provocative subject.

Henry Petroski, Aleksandar S.

Vesic Professor of Civil Engineering

and Professor of History, will speak

in November about his most recent

book, The Book on the Bookshelf.

Which came first—the bookshelf

or the book?This is the question

Henry Petroski asked himself one

evening when he looked up from

his reading and saw, not the books

on the bookshelves, but the book-

shelves themselves. One question

led to another, and Petroski's search

for the answers resulted in Jhe Book

on the Bookshelf.

The two speakers for the spring

programs are Gerda Lernerand

Orrin Pilkey. Gerda Lerner, who will

lecture in February, is a historian

and pioneer in the field of women's

studies. She will speak on the sub-

jects she examines in Why History

Matters: Life and Thought. Writing in

The Nation about Lerner's book,

Catherine R.Simpson says/Wfty

History Matters is the peace-seeking

warrior's summation of what is

worth fighting for: what kind of

America.what kind of feminism,

what kind of history-making, what

kind of future... "Ms. Lerner is

Robinson-Edwards Professor

Emerita of History at the University

ofWisconsin-Madison and a visit-

ing professor in Duke's Department

of History.

Orrin Pilkey, James B.Duke

Professor Emeritus of Geology, con-

cludes the season in March with a

lecture on the topic of'Barrier

Islands of the World." Professor

Pilkey will report on his most recent

research, which has been conducted

in part through the use of satellite

imagery. He will talk about his

discovery of new barrier islands,

including those along the shore-

lines of Siberia and Madagascar,

and comment on his research find-

ings concerning the uneven distri-

bution of barrier islands between

the northern and southern hemi-

spheres.
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Events

The Friends of Duke University

Library 1999/2000

Engaging Faculty Series

The lectures begin at 5:00 p.m. and will

be held at Perkins Library in the Rare

Book Room.

September 23

John Hope Franklin, James B. Duke

Professor Emeritus of History, and his CO

author Loren Schweninger, Professor of

History at UNC-Greensboro, discussing

Runaway Slaves: Rebels on the Plantation,

1790-1860

November 4

Henry Petroski, Aleksandar S. Vesic

Professor of Civil Engineering and

Professor of History, speaking about his

most recent book, The Book on the

Bookshelf

Meet the Author

September 30

7:30 p.m.

George Garrett and Richard Bausch

—

Two of the most prominent figures in

current Southern writing will discuss and

illustrate how they go about transforming

early versions of their work into the pub-

lished form that readers see. Perkins

Library, Rare Book Room

October 14

5:00 p.m.

Stuart Rojstaczer reading and signing

Gone for Good: Tales of University Life

After the Golden Age. Rojstaczer is

Associate Professor ot Hydrology at

Duke. Perkins Library, Rare Book Room

October 27

7:00 p.m.

Jim Grimsley—Join the author to cele-

brate the publication of Comfort & Joy by

Algonquin Books. See the "Writer's Page"

for a brief excerpt from the novel. Perkins

Library, Rare Book Room

Ghost Tales for Halloween

October 29

7:00 p.m.

Reynolds Price's Halloween readings at

Lilly Library have become a tradition.

Poems and stories, old favorites and the

less well-known, read by a master story-

teller who knows how to make you shiver!

Come early for a seat. There is always a

standing room only audience for this

event. "Lilly Library, Thomas Room'

'

Ten Years After: Reflections on the

Changing Lives & Work of Artists

in Post-Communist Europe

The following readings are part oi a larger

series ot special events being sponsored

during the fall 1999 semester bv the

Center for International Studies in coop-

eration with other Duke organizations.

The series is designed to examine what

has changed in the lives and work oi

artists from the former Soviet bloc and

the former Yugoslavia in the decade fol-

lowing the dismantling of the Berlin Wall.

All four readings will begin at 5:00 p.m.

and will be held at Perkins Library in the

Rare Book Room.

October 22

Martin Simecka (Slovakia), author of The

Year the Frog, winner of the Los Angeles

Times' best first novel award and the

Mobil Corporation's Pegasus Award.

October 28

Journalist and novelist Dubravka Ugresic

(Yugoslavia/Netherlands) reading from

her new novel The Museum oj

Unconditional Surrender. Also available in

English translation are the author's The

Culture of Lies: Antipolitical Essays and

Have a Nice Day: From the Balkan War to

the American Dream

November 9

Angela Krauss (Germany) reading from

her new book, Milharden neuer Sterne.

Please note that the reading will be in

German, and the discussion will be in

German and English.

November 22

Poet TomazSalamun (Slovenia). The

Selected Poems of TomazSalamun and The

Four Questions of Melancholy are two

works by the poet that have been translat-

ed into English.

For more information about any oj the

Library's events or exhibits, telephone 660-

5816 or e-mail ilcne.nelson@dukc.edu.

"Lenin Hails a Cab" © 1993 Vitaly Komar & Alexander

Melamid, courtesy of the Sloane Gallery of Art, Denver, CO.

Kudos From the American Library Association

Iransforming Libraries, a publication of the American Library

Association, commends the Duke Library's Web site for persons with

disabilities.The publication describes the site as especially useful for its

intended audience. Congratulations go to Margaret Brill, who is the

Library's coordinator of services for persons with disabilities. Visit the Web

site at www.lib.duke.edu/reference/ada.htm.
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knowledge bytes
Across Three Centuries of American History. .

.

We offer a selection of Web sites that document well-known chapters of

our nation's history with an odd footnote thrown in for good measure.

' Been Here So Long'

American Slave Narratives: An Online Anthology

Both of these sites provide a selection of slave narratives

from the 2,300 interviews with ex-slaves that were collected

in the 1 930s by journalists and other writers employed by the

Federal Writers Project.Taken together, the two sites present

an intriguing picture of 19th century life in the African

American community.The first site, created by the New Deal

Network, comprises seventeen narratives and an excellent

background essay on the narratives and documentary expres-

sion, written by a graduate student at Michigan State

University It also includes lesson plans and links to relevant

on-line resources.

The second site, created by a Ph.D. student at the

University of Virginia, includes thirteen narratives, with photos

of the ex-slaves where available and an audio file of one of

the transcnpts.Other features are background information on

reading the narratives, lists of related readings and related

sites, and notes on the sources.

Spy Letters of the American Revolution

These letters, held by the University of Michigan's Clements Library, offer his-

torical insight into the military intelligence of both the American and British armies.

Along with images of the letters themselves, this outstanding site provides exten-

sive background information on the methods of written intelligence that were in

use at the time. Also included are topics (such as George Washington's teeth) and

people recorded in the letters. Additional features of the site are biographies of

noted figures of the Revolution^ Timeline, and detailed maps of the routes of the

letters. Other sections are a "Teachers' Lounge," with study guestions and classroom

activities, and bibliographies on military intelligence of the Revolution for both

adults and young adults.

Witchcraft in Salem Village

And One Not To Be Missed . .

.

In 1692 scores of residents of Salem Village, Massachusetts (now Danvers) were accused and tried for

witchcraft after several young local girls were afflicted with "fits."This site, provided by the Danvers Archival Center

through the University of Virginia, offers a history of the events, verbatim transcripts of the legal documents from

the trials, and the full text of two primary documents on witchcraft. There is as well the introduction to The Devil

Hath Been Raised, a recent book by the curatoi of the Archival Center, Richard Trask. Rounding out the site are maps

of Salem Village, information on the memorial to the witchcraft victims, and general information on witchcraft and

the Archival Center.

The Nixon-Presley Meeting: The Documentation

Of all the requests made each year to the National Archives for reproductions of photographs and documents, the one made most frequently is for the photo of Elvis

shaking hands with Richard Nixon. Now, you, too, can see this historic photo by visiting the above Web site, which documents the meeting with three black and white

glossies.You will also find image files of Elvis's letter suggesting that he be made a Federal Agent-at-Large for drug control as well as other letters regarding Elvis's visit to

the White House.

If you would like to recommend a web site for

inclusion in a future issue of Duke University Libraries,

n Libraries contactJolineEzzellatjoline.ezzell@duke.edu.
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DELIVERINGTHE DAILY NEWS FROM RUSSIA

A New Research Tool for Contemporary Russian Studies

Since the fall of the Soviet Union, the world of Russian pub-

lications has been one of creative chaos. Newspapers and journals

pop up and disappear like the Russians' beloved mushrooms.

Russians are now expressing themselves without fear of censor-

ship. Long-forbidden topics, such as Russian Orthodoxy, Jews in

Russia, and the personal lives of Kremlin leaders, are seeing the

light of day in an avalanche of

publications. The world ot

Russian newspapers is a par-

ticularly dynamic sector of

Russian society. Traditionally

gray in both form and con-

tent, Russian newspapers are

now at the center of political

and social turmoil. In a nation

of readers, control of newspa-

pers is a vital prize in the

jockeying for power that sur-

rounds the increasingly

decrepit Boris Yeltsin. Job sta-

bility among editors and jour-

nalists is very much a distant

memory. The composition of

newspaper staffs changes with

the paper's ownership and

financial control.

Now there is a new tool

that can help the researcher

gain some control of the creative chaos that rules Russian journal-

ism. The researcher's aid is the Universal Data Base, an electronic

product marketed by Eastview Publications of Minneapolis,

Minnesota. The database contains the contents of twenty-five

newspapers from Russia (most in Russian, but a few in English) on

a same-day basis. One can read each newspaper from beginning to

end, but far more importantly, one can do keyword searching in

Russian or English in as many as ten newspapers at a time. For

example, typing "Yeltsin" and "health" will produce an abundance

of citations on this topic that fascinates all Russians and many for-

eigners. One can then click on a citation and obtain the full text of

the article in the original language.

HEY
My* njiaTHMiH
rioflnncKa!

It is important to note that English language newspapers

that are independent ol the state in Eastern Europe and Russia are

a new phenomenon. These newspapers simultanei >usly serve an

international expatriate/business community as well as the many

natives who are fluent in English. For example, the Prague Post,

which is not in this database, but is available at the Duke Library

in the original, is justly famous throughout Central Europe for its

political and cultural commentary. The Universal Data Base does

include English language newspapers such as the Moscow News

and the Sr. Petersburg Times, which report local, national and

international news to a

wide audience. A lack of

fluency in Russian is no

longer an excuse for ignor-

ing Russia or news from the

Russian perspective.

There are limitations to the

Universal Data Base as

there are to any tool. Visual

material (photographs, car-

icatures, graphs of data) are

not included. Typing

Russian words on a stan-

dard "qwerty" keyboard on

one's computer is awkward

and necessitates a "cheat

sheet" of the Cyrillic letter

equivalents. So, for exam-

ple, in a Russian-language

search, Yeltsin must be

typed in as "el;cin."

Furthermore, only the most

recent software provides

access to the database. Nevertheless, there is no precedent for such

a research tool. Members of the Duke community have access to

the Universal Data Base through the Library's Web page. The I Hike

University Library is one of the first research libraries to offer this

remarkable resource.

Orest Pelech

Slavic Bibliographer
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Transforming Lives:

Service Opportunities in Leadership
Alma Blount

Service Opportunities in Leadership (SOL) is an intensive twelve-month leader-

ship program for undergraduates that is sponsored by the Hart Leadership

Program in Duke University's Terry Sanford Institute of Public Policy.The program

is an expression of the University's civic mission, exemplifying its core values of

service, leadership, and academic excellence.
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The Service Opportunities in Leadership curriculum integrates academic study,

community service, mentoring, and leadership training through a half-credit

house course, a community-based internship, and a research seminar.

Combining service experience with critical reflection provides students the

opportunity to develop a rich understanding of the meaning and value of public

life and to see their potential to be active citizens and agents of change.

If citizens are to address effectively the complex social and institutional

problems confronting their communities, they need civic competencies, critical

thinking skills, and research skills. Indeed, the link between leadership develop-

ment and research skills is becoming more and more apparent. The Duke library

system has become a crucial partner in building those research skills.

Research, reflection, documentary writing, and small group discussions

support the learning process throughout the year, but it is the service work and

experiential learning that are at the heart of the SOL program. These elements are

introduced at the beginning of the program during the spring semester house

course. The centerpiece of the house course is a community service project, per-

formed locally, in which all of the SOL students participate.

Another component of the house course, and service learning, is docu-

mentary work. A documentary approach requires an immersion into the lives and

experiences of other people, and yet it prepares students for a participant-

observer role that is carefully disciplined and respectful of the community.

Students receive an introduction to documentary work and their first

assignments in documentary writing from Professor Alex Harris under the aus-

pices of the Hart Leadership Program's Documentary Initiative. Harris continues

to work with the SOL students after the house course ends, and they move into

the next phase of the program, the summer internship. All students are required

to produce at least one documentary project during the first three weeks of their

summer internship.

The summer internship is the distinguishing feature of Service

Opportunities in Leadership. For nine weeks students participate in a project

sponsored by one of a group of innovative community organizations located in

the U.S. and in several foreign countries. In the summer of 1999 there were SOL

interns in Central America, Southern Africa, several North Carolina sites, Atlanta,

Albuquerque, Boston, and New York City.

The intern assignments included community development initiatives,

refugee and immigration assistance, clinical health programs, and a range of ser-

vice projects. Through the community experience that the internship provides,

the students learn to take the initiative in formulating and solving problems.

The community service project also helps the students develop a deeper apprecia-

tion for the complexities and challenges of working with people from different

cultural, economic, and racial backgrounds.

Research, reflection,

documentary writing,

and small group

discussions support

the learning process

throughout the year,

but it is the service

work and experien-

tial learning that are

at the heart of the

SOL program.
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The intern assignments

included community

development initiatives,

refugee and immigra-

tion assistance, clinical

health programs, and

a range of service

projects. Through the

community experience

that the internship

provides, the students

learn to take the

initiative in formulating

and solving problems.

During their summer internship the students produce newsletters and

send letters home to the SOL program office at Duke. The letters, candid, some-

times emotional, reveal the impact that the community experience has on the stu-

dents. These excerpts are representative:

Toward the end of the week, I began dreading coming to work because

the kids were being so difficult and I was at my wit's end. The only thing that

kept me patient and motivated me was the staff. The staff has been so helpful

in talking to me about everything that I am seeing for the first time, and they

really help me in processing all of it. The whole staff has such a good sense of

humor too, which lightens up the atmosphere. I think that if you didn't have a

good sense of humor and if you took things too seriously, you would get

burned out really quickly in this field.

«•'

lu one meeting, someone suggested nominating one woman for secretary of

the agricultural committee. One of the men turned around and asked her ifshe

knew how to read. When she said no, he made a motion with his hand as if to say,

"You see?!" and then some of the women in the back said, "No sabemos nada." Meg

and I just looked at each other, thinking, "Oh, God, how can we start convincing

than of the opposite?" We know that in reality, we're three students and we can't

change a lot while we're here. But we can at least significantly change the way some

oj these women view themselves...

'¥

The observation that has taken place over the first week gave me time to

sort out the feelings I was having about my role as an intern, as well as all that

my eyes were seeing and my ears hearing. Clearly, I saw that all people could

be homeless at some point and because of this, the problem affects us all, as we

are all members of the same society. When one portion is hurting we all are.

¥

Basically, today was really incredibly discouraging and I am not a happy

camper right now. I think that I really need to find an activity that these boys are

interested in, but nothing seems to entertain them its much as beating each other up

and stealing. I'm not quite desperate enough to condone that as a camp activity.

Maybe in a couple of days, but not quite yet.

v

The whole experience is kind of starting to catch up with me now.

I'll be sitting in community meetings and be fighting back tears. It wasn't like

this for the first several weeks— I just took everything in stride. Now the

poverty and injustice is really starting to get to me. Why do I get to go to Duke

when these children can't even afford middle school? Why do I have more

emergency money with me than a family of 8 makes in a year? Why is this the

way it is?

¥

This job has also made me think about my spirituality a lot. As I explain how

1 got involved in labor to person after person, I realize what a large impact my

church has had on my life. I feel that working in the Worker's ( enter was more of u

spiritual exercise for me than anything else. It was so rewarding and it made me

believe that people in this country can really be selfless ami considerate of others

without expecting anything m return.
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My first three weeks at

Unite have been mind boggling,

to say the least. I've entered over

200 non-union garment shops in

Manhattan, Queens and Brooklyn

and have witnessed first hand the

devastating conditions in these

factories, attended several

protests and am taking a crash

course in the politics of a labor

union. I am in a world beyond

anything I have ever experi-

enced—a world of ardent

activists, exploited workers, and

money hungry retail stores and

manufacturers. It is incredibly

exciting and invigorating, but at

the same time frightening

because I fear my initial enthusi-

asm will cause me to jump on the

anti-sweatshop bandwagon too

quickly without adequately

examining my own motivations.

It's easy to witness the injustices

committed against the workers

and start pointing fingers;

however, I've come to realize

there are too many shades of gray

to be able to truly find those at

fault.

Back at Duke for the fall

semester and enrolled in the fol-

low-up research seminar, the stu-

dents reflect upon their summer

work in order to make sense of

their experiences and to integrate

what they have learned with con-

cepts about service, social change,

citizenship, and leadership. Each

student investigates a social policy

issue relevant to his or her commu-

nity internship experience and

then presents a portfolio of reflec-

tions and research to the entire

class.

Caleb Schultz (front), Allyson Ryan (center), and Cliff Yeh (rear)

Albuquerque

Allyson Ryan, a senior majoring in Public Policy Studies,

worked with Hogares. Hogares is a non-profit organization in

Albuquerque, New Mexico that provides treatment services to

meet the therapeutic and educational needs of troubled youth

in the city.

( laleb Schultz is majoring in Biology with minors in Religion

and Chemistry. He is a senior. Caleb interned with Albuquerque

Health Care for the Homeless, which is the only organization in

New Mexico providing health services exclusively to homeless

people.

Cliff Yeh is a second-year Engineering student who plans to

major in Biomedical Engineering with a certificate in Human

Development. Cliff's internship was with ACCION New

Mexico, a local non-profit community service that provides

loans to small businesses to help them succeed.

Back at Duke for the

fall semester and

enrolled in the

follow-up research

seminar, the students

reflect upon their

summer work in

order to make sense

of their experiences

and to integrate what

they have learned

with concepts about

service, social

change, citizenship,

and leadership.
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Christine Varnado (left), Tekla Evans (center) and

Jennifer Grad (right)

Atlanta

Tekla Evans is a sophomore whose major is

Psychology. 1 Hiring the summer ol 1 999, lekla

worked with Boulevard House, a short-term

transitional housing facility tor the homeless.

Jennifer i Irad, a junior, is a pre-med student.

Christine Varnado, a sophomore, is majoring in

English and Public Policy Studies. Jennifer and

( hristine interned as counselors with Atlanta's

Newcomers' Network, a community program that

welcomes and assists refugees and immigrants who

are beginning a new life in the U.S.

During the ten weeks that the students are working on

their projects, they receive advice and guidance from all of the

Perkins reference librarians. In addition, librarian Laura

Cousineau instructs the students in advanced Internet searching

techniques. Cousineau solicits a list of the students' research

interests and then teaches them how to access electronic

databases pertinent to their topics. Although many of the stu-

dents think they understand Web research before they take

Laura Cousineau's class, they are usually stunned to discover

how rudimentary their knowledge actually is. Ms. Cousineau's

class is an essential first step in the SOL students' preparation of

high-quality research projects.

Each student's portfolio has six parts. In the one or two-

page introduction/focusing statement, the student defines the

social issue he/she is investigating, outlining the dimensions of

the problem. In a three-page essay, the student "tells the story,"

answering questions including the following: Why is this social

issue something that concerns you? What experiences brought

you to this issue? What have you learned in the process of expe-

riencing its effects first hand (from the summer internship) and

from investigating it further in this research project? In an in-

depth book review the student explores the ways in which the

text has deepened his/her understanding of the social issue

being investigated. The student describes key resources pertain-

ing to his/her social issue in a four-page annotated bibliography.

The student also interviews a practitioner in his or her field of

interest and submits a transcription. A three to five-page memo

of recommendations completes the portfolio.

Students prepare abstracts of their research projects. The

selections below give some sense of the range of the students'

interests and the complexity of the issues that the 1999 interns

chose to examine:

Allyson Ryan

Alone at the Margins No More: Proactive Solutions to the Child Welfare System

Currently the Child Welfare System and, more specifically,

the foster care system serves merely <i protective role without pro-

viding other crucial services. My research explores proposals for

foster care reform that would provide mental health treatment

and haste life skills to children who have suffered severe trauma

and abuse in then biological homes.

Alisa Nave

Help! Is the Same in Every Language:The Failure of the Violence against Women

Act to Provide Protection to Immigrant Victims of Domestic Violence

Although the 1994 Violence against Women Act ( VAWA)

was intended to aid immigrant victims of domestic violence, INS
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Honduras

Meg I (endrickson, Alex I.edbcttcr, and Andrea Mazzarino worked

in Tegucigalpa, Honduras with the ( christian (Commission tor

Development, which was lounded to assist refugees from El

Salvador, Guatemala, and Nicaragua. Meg is a senior with a

Public Policy major and a Spanish minor. Alex, a junior, plans to

double-major in Mathematics and Spanish literature. Andrea, a

junior, is majoring in (Comparative Area Studies and Linguistics.

Meg Hendrickson (left), Andrea Mazzarino (center) and

Alex Ledbetter (right)

application ofVAWA has failed immigrant battered women, abandoning them to

the hands of their abusers. INS adjudication procedures have used strict and narrow

standards that ignore the psychological, emotional, economic, and physical abuse

immigrant women suffer. Few women, if any, are aided by VAWA, a law signed by

Congress to remedy INS abuse ofimmigrant women. It is necessary that political

pressures be brought to bear to effect substantial reform within the INS.

Lindsey Neilsson

Helping Multi-need Positive Clients Meet the Compliance Challenges of Highly Active Anti-Retroviral

Therapy: A Health Service Provider and AIDS Organization Collaboration

My research explores service utilization changes and drug-cocktail adherence

in persons with HIV and AIDS who lack social support. How can we both decrease

the pace of drug-resistant viral mutations due to non-adherence (short-term) and

increase the pace o) HIV treatment research and development (long-term)?

Jaret Butler

Caring for the Medically Underserved: A Complex Problem that Must be Solved, but How?

//; a nation as medically advanced and prosperous as ours, millions of

Americans must live without even the most basic health care. This social issue—
affected by economics, race, class, and culture—is quite complex and therefore

requires a multi-faceted intervention. My research examines the conditions that

prevent access to adequate health care, and provides recommendations lor changes

in our health care system that would reduce the number of folks who are denied

access to services.

Christine Varnado

English as a Second Language Education for Refugee Youth

My social issue investigation deals with English as a Second Language educa-

tionfor refugee children, specifically children in the middle and upper grades. I am

analyzing ways that public school systems can better provide for the unique educa-

tional and cultural needs of these students through more creative policies that foster

In a three-page essay,

the student "tells the

story," answering

questions including the

following:Why is this

social issue something

that concerns you? What

experiences brought

you to this issue? What

have you learned in the

process of experiencing

its effects first hand

(from the summer

internship) and from

investigating it further

in this research project?
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From top to bottom:

Lily Clark

Lindsey Neilsson, Justin McBride

Jaret Butler, Jonathan Harris, Alisa Nave

Rosemarie Salguero

New York

Jaret Butler, a senior majoring in Psychology, interned with

the Institute for Urban Family Health. The Institute serves

communities of high medical need in Manhattan and the

Bronx through the development of primary health care

services and health professional education.

Lily Clark and Alisa Nave interned with Victim Services in

the Queens Criminal Court System. Within Victim Services,

Lily worked in the Stalking Unit and Alisa worked as part of

the Emergency Response Team. Lily is a junior with a Public

Policy Studies major. Alisa, also a junior, is pursuing a

double major in Public Policy Studies and Russian.

Lindsey Neilsson is majoring in Public Policy Studies and

minoring in Music. Lindsey, a junior, will also receive a

certificate in Health Policy. Lindsey interned with the Gay

Men's Health Crisis, a large AIDS service organization

providing direct services to approximately 8,800 people

infected or affected by HIV/AIDS.

Jonathan Harris, Justin McBride, and Rosemarie Salguero,

all sophomores, had internships with the Union for

Needletrades, Industrial, and Textile Employees. Jonathan

is majoring in Public Policy Studies and minoring in

Spanish, lustin will major in Chemistry and receive a

certificate in Public Health Policy. Rosemarie plans to

major in Public Policy Studies and minor in Economics.

community interaction and cultural sensitivity. Most public

school systems have very limited resources, so I am especially

interested in policy change that does not require more money.

Cliff Ye

h

Lending Capital to the Poor:a study of Micro-enterprise Development in the U.S.

The survival of many urban neighborhoods in the United

States depends on economic sustainability. One way to revive

these communities is to lend working capital and to provide busi-

ness training to individuals to operate their own businesses.

Studies have shown that with capital and education in hand,

individuals are able to "pull" themselves out ofpoverty through

their own work. The effectiveness ofsuch a program, micro-lend-

ing, depends on the effectiveness ofoutreach, available funding,

and appropriate objectives.

The many resources the students consult in preparing

their portfolios and the students' own stories inform their

semester-long exploration of the way in which lives of commit-

ment to the common good are formed and sustained. At the

conclusion of the course, each student writes a paper that artic-

ulates a personal philosophy of service leadership. The following

excerpt from Kacey Young's paper defines both her own philos-

ophy of service leadership and the principle that underlies the

Service Opportunities in Leadership program:

Volunteering is something you do for someone; serving is

what you do with someone. . . The SOL process is unique in that it

targets people with a desire to be leaders and then teaches us to

work at the bottom of the ladder with a group ofpeople, to become

a part of that community in the most practical way possible. .

.

You can be touched by volunteering, but you will be trans-

formed through service. Service leaders are those that have been

so changed, people can no longer tell if they are working and

fighting for themselves or for others. During the house course, we

were 19 smart people with good intentions sitting around a room

and intellectually discussing social problems. After this summer,

though, there was not a single one of us that did not speak with

passion and genuine conviction about the people and issues with

which we worked. In our own ways, we all became insiders, and

the power of our opinions and our experiences was contagious. We

have been changed, and we have changed others. We are all the

better for it.

Alma Blount is the director of Service Opportunities in Leadership and a

visiting lecturer in Public Policy Studies.

Thanks to Program Coordinator Joy Mischley for introducing the

editor to SOL

8 Duke University Libraries



Kacey Young (front), Abigail Williford (center) and

Suzy Tosh ( rear)

The Triangle Area—Central North Carolina

Suzy Tosh, a senior Psychology major, interned with the

Adolescent Parenting Program (ADP) within the Orange

County Department of Social Services.

Abigail Williford is a senior majoring in Psychology with a

concentration in developmental psychology and a minor in

Comparative area Studies. Abby interned with the Center for

Peace Education in Carrboro, NC, working at the Center's

Peace Camp and Youth Leadership Alliance.

Senior Kacey Young is majoring in Social Justice and

Community Activism through Duke's "Program II" alternative

degree option. Kacey worked with the Wilson Community

Health Center near Wilson, NC. The Center is a rural clinic that

serves a predominantly migrant farmworker population.

You can be touched

by volunteering,

but you will be

transformed through

service. Service

leaders are those

that have been so

changed, people can

no longer tell if they

are working and

fighting for them-

selves or for others.
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THE POWER AND THE POVERTY

OF WRITTEN RECORDS
Constructing an Authentic Research
Experience for Undergraduates

For the last two years, I have offered courses

at Duke in either 19th or 20th century

American cultural history. Though these

were introductory courses, each had the

structure of a research semi-

nar. I required my students to

write original research papers

based on primary materials

such as diaries, correspon-

dence, account books, legal

documents and advertising

from the Rare Book,

Manuscript, and Special Collections Library. I

challenged students to assume the role of

both the historian and detective as they cre-

ated new interpretations of the past from

these fragmentary materials. I asked them

to think about the process by which history

is written, to reflect upon what historian

Laurel Thatcher Ulrich calls "the power™

and the poverty—of written records."

Trudi Abel

After reading a New England school teachers

diary, junior Esther Farkas observed that the diary's

power lay in its firsthand account, "not what someone

thought, or interpreted, or concluded but a [first] hand

account of someone who was alive then who was writ-

ing just for the purpose of writing." Such raw materials

convey the immediacy of history. The handwriting of a

manuscript letter can frustrate a

reader, but it can also foster a

powerful bond between the

researcher and her subject. "The

power of the primary source I

used," recalled junior Rupi Legha,

"is its humanity." The letters

between the estranged husband

and wife in the Mary Ann Corlis

Bradford collection "present the

emotions and feelings of the indi-

viduals whose lives illustrate the

social phenomena which we have

wat&^i£j_*j1@M only studied. For me, [the

Bradford papers] made the

themes we have examined come alive."

Students frequently remarked that they felt an

intimate link with

Students gain respect fora diarist and a his-

torical moment

because they had

worked with a

diary in its origi-

nal form. First

year student

Angela Callanan

immersed herself

in the diary of

Martha Foster

Crawford, a young

Alabama woman

who became a

missionary to

evidence, an understanding of

the importance of documenta-

tion, and an appreciation for

sound argument by developing

hypotheses and testing them

against the data. Thus, they have

the potential to be better

consumers, as well as producers,

of history.

Libraries



China in the 1850s. Crawford's journ.il

expressed "a sharp sense of irony and injus-

tice which make her critical commentary

potent," Angela observed. "Reading her

words and then reading [secondary] sources

was amazing because she personally illus-

trates the cultural conflict [over marriage|

that was happening at the time, and she

knows it." Through working with original

documents like letters and journals, students

also learned about the limits of research and

historical understanding. They learned that

there are things that can never be known. As

Rupi discovered, "The poverty of written

records is that they fail to convey the whole

story. In order to create a more complete pic-

ture, one must do investigative work and

piece together shreds of information to cre-

ate a 'patchwork'-like story."

This kind of archival research gives

students hands-on experience. They work

with primary materials, which means they

have to struggle with bad handwriting and

torn pages. They define their topics, select

their own sources and determine what parts

of those sources are valuable. Students char-

acterize this research as both challenging and

extremely gratifying. The projects fire their

imaginations and make them interested in

how history is researched and written.

Students gain respect for evidence, an

understanding of the

importance of docu-

mentation, and an

appreciation for sound

argument by develop-

ing hypotheses and

testing them against the

data. Thus, they have

the potential to be better consumers, as well

as producers, of history. In doing their own

original research, students also gain authori-

ty, expertise, and a great deal of satisfaction.

After working with primary sources from

Special Collections, one student reflected, "I

learned to think and write in a new way as a

result of our original research paper."

Another student viewed working with

manuscript materials as a transformative

experience: " The use of special collections

materials was a great and intricate part of the

learning experience...! find it hard to imag-

ine how cultural history could be studied

without primary sources."

Most students shared the sentiments

of one graduating senior who wrote in a

course evaluation, "I loved the course and

wish that more professors would offer the

chance to do primary research." Another

emphatically stated, "More courses [with a

primary research
]

focus should be The handwriting of a

REQUIRED for

history majors

and minors." The

most troubling

statement came

from a senior

English major. He bond between the

reflected, "If it

weren't for this researcher and her sub-

class I would've

graduated with-

out ever using the

resources in

Special

Collections."

Most students in

the last semester

manuscript letter can

frustrate a reader, but it

can also foster a powerful

ject.'The power of the

primary source I used,"

recalled junior Rupi

Legha,"is its humanity.'

of their senior year have taken twenty-eight

credits. How is it possible that this senior

English major, who took courses in literature

and cultural anthropology, never used mate-

rial from Special Collections in 3.5 years of

study at Duke University? This student's can-

did admission is a useful starting point for a

discussion about research and the under-

graduate curriculum. Is there a place at Duke

connecting people + ideas
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Duke has rich special collec-

tions, and, unlike many of its

peer institutions, Duke has a

novice researchers. The

library can be a crucial sup-

port to the research initia-

tive of Curriculum 2000, but

it cannot do the work alone.

for hands-on research

for undergraduates?

Duke's recently

announced

Curriculum 2000

pledges to give stu-

dents multiple oppor-

special collections Staff dedi- tunities to engage in

the process of discov-

cated to serving the needs of ery." It promises

undergraduates that

they will have a chance

to "move beyond being

the passive recipients

of knowledge that is

transmitted" to being

"active participants]

in the discovery, criti-

cal evaluation and

application of knowl-

edge and understand-

ing." To date, our undergraduates have had

limited opportunities for such participation.

The vast majority of my students have not

previously undertaken research projects

using manuscript materials from the Special

Collections library. Many have written

research papers at Duke that I characterize as

"generic." They have

investigated topics set

forth by their professors

and adopted lines of

inquiry and a list of

sources supplied by their

^^fcZTG^ Ttt teachers. When they have

used primary sources,

o-^i^i they have drawn on

r // spondence or journals or

ofa 5 ,
excerpts of primary docu-

" ments, like newspapers

and diaries, that have been edited for schol-

arly use.

These are valuable assignments, but

we could offer our students far more chal-

lenging and rigorous opportunities for dis-

covery through archival research. The preva-

lence of the more common generic research

assignment can be attributed, in part, to the

<L-<

7

cultural divide that runs through university

campuses, the gulf between the traditions of

research in the humanities and the sciences.

The culture of the natural sciences and the

social sciences supports collaborative work,

including co-authorship. Scientists and social

scientists on university campuses run labora-

tories where post-docs, graduate students

and undergraduates contribute to research in

disciplines ranging from chemistry to experi-

mental psychology. On the other hand, the

culture of the humanities is a culture of indi-

vidualism. There are no laboratories, there is

no tradition of co-authorship. There are no

mechanisms that provide large numbers of

undergraduates with firsthand experiences of

scholarly research in the humanities.

Professors who require students to

select their own sources and determine the

limits of their inquiries create students who

are capable of truly independent research.

They provide students with authentic

research experiences and expose them to the

uncertainties of scholarship—the dead ends,

unexpected outcomes, and the personal

immediacy that constitute the joys and frus-

trations of true exploration. This kind of

exploration makes students active partici-

pants in their own intellectual growth. It also

provides students with memorable and grati-

fying educational experiences. As one gradu-

ating senior put it simply, "The Special

Collections work I did was one of my most

rewarding academic experiences at Duke."

Can Curriculum 2000 change the

deeply bifurcated culture of academic

research? Will the Curriculum 2000 mandate

for research-intensive experiences result in

students writing papers based on archival

sources? Will students actually "engage in the

process of discovery" by investigating topics

of their own choosing, or will they continue

to write generic research papers? Archival

research experiences require an extraordi-

nary commitment of time from faculty. They

also require institutional support. Duke has

rich special collections, and, unlike many of

its peer institutions, Duke has a special col-

lections staff dedicated to serving the needs

12 Duke University Libraries



Professors who require students to select their

own sources and determine the limits of their

inquiries create students who are capable of

truly independent research. They provide stu-

dents with authentic research experiences and

expose them to the uncertainties of scholar-

ship—the dead ends, unexpected outcomes, and

the personal immediacy that constitute the joys

and frustrations of true exploration.

of novice

researchers. The

library can be a

crucial support to

the research initia-

tive of Curriculum

2000, but it cannot

do the work alone.

The culture

of the humanities

will likely be an

individualistic one

for some time.

Thus, those

humanities profes-

sors who create

archival projects

for undergraduates will be developing and

supervising assignments that do not directly

contribute to their own research agenda.

Curriculum 2000 offers parents, students,

alumni, faculty and administrators the

opportunity to reassess the culture of

research on the Duke campus. We need to

ask what we can do to make more students

capable of independent research. Without

clear incentives, opportunities tor under-

graduates to participate in hands-on research

will decline as the pressure on faculty to

produce new scholarship intensifies. The

opportunities will shrink more quickly in the

humanities where there is no tradition of

faculty-student collaboration.

Trudi Abel is a visiting assistant professor in the

Department of History and the director of the

Digital Durham project.
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writer's page

Anita Shreve with daughter Katherine

Clemans T2 and husband John Osborn Anita Shreve

It strikes her as possi-

ble that she might

simply fall asleep

in the chair and

remain in it

the entire

night, this

entire short

night of the

summer solstice. That

she might watch the

sun rise over the sea at

dawn. And so it is that

she does not notice that

Catherine Haskell has

stopped her play-

ing until she

hears the

woman's voice

behind her.

14 Duke University Libraries

The notes of Chopin's "Fantaisie-Impromptu" float through the tiny squares of the

wire screens and onto the porch, where the men sit with cigars and large delicate bubbles

of brandy. Olympia's mother has, as expected, excused herself, and her father has returned

from seeing her to her bedroom. Catherine Haskell plays with an accomplished, even plain-

tive, touch that is, Olympia thinks, to be much admired. Moths flutter about the lanterns,

and she sits away from their light as well as from the men. Since there are no women on the

porch, she cannot join the men, but neither can she bear to be kept inside on such a fine

evening.

The moon makes long cones upon the sea, which has settled with the darkness and

resembles, as it approaches high tide, a magnificent lake. The continuous susurrus of the surf

is soothing in and about the conversation and the piano's notes. Olympia cannot hear what

the men are saying, but the sound of their voices is instantly recognizable: the assured and

gracious, if sometimes pedantic, pronouncements of her father; the short staccato bursts of

enthusiasm and advice from Rufus Philbrick; the somewhat breathy and all too deferential

note of Zachariah Cote; and, finally, the low, steady sentences of John Haskell, his voice sel-

dom rising or falling. She strains to pick out words from the talk:

merchandise. . . Manchester. . . carriage-maker. . . travesty. . . benefits. . . Masculine words

drenched in smoke and slightly slurred on the tongue. From time to time, the men lower

their voices conspiratorially, with heads bent toward one another, and then suddenly, with

harsh bursts of laughter, they move apart. At these moments, Olympia thinks perhaps she

should leave the porch. But so deep are her lassitude and physical contentment that she can-

not rouse herself to action. It strikes her as possible that she might simply fall asleep in the

chair and remain in it the entire night, this entire short night of the summer solstice. That

she might watch the sun rise over the sea at dawn. And so it is that she does not notice that

Catherine Haskell has stopped her playing until she hears the woman's voice behind her.

"Did you know that nearly all civilizations have regarded the night of the summer sol-

stice as possessing mystical powers?" she asks.

Olympia sits up straighter, but Catherine puts a restraining hand on her shoulder. She

takes a seat near to Olympia and looks out over the railing.

"Your playing is very beautiful," Olympia says.

Catherine Haskell smiles vaguely and waves her hand, as if to dismiss such an

unearned compliment.

"Not as beautiful as your mother's, or so I have heard," she says. The heliotrope crepe

de chine of her dress has the effect, in the darkness, of disappearing altogether, so that she



She

seems, in the dim light of the lanterns, to be merely two slender arms, a throat, a face, and all

that hair.

"And that the earliest setting of the blue stones at Stonehenge is aligned with the

moment of sunrise on the summer solstice? On that day, sacrifices were made. Some think

human sacrifices."

"On this night I could believe anything possible," Olympia says.

"Yes. Quite."

Olympia can hear the creak of wicker as Mrs. Haskell leans back and begins to rock in

the chair. Her white slippers glow faintly in the moonlight.

"Your mother is not unwell, I hope," Catherine says.

"She tires easily," Olympia explains.

"Yes, of course."

Olympia hesitates. "She is delicate in her constitution," she says.

"I see," Catherine Haskell says quickly, as though this is something she has already

divined. She turns her head toward Olympia, but Olympia can see only a quarter moon of

face.

"I think you must be like your father," Catherine says.

"How is that?" Olympia asks.

"Protective. Strong, I think."

Beyond them there is another short burst of laughter, causing them both to glance in

the direction of the men. The two women examine the tableau in the lantern light.

"Of course, you have your mother's beauty," Catherine adds. She smooths out an

invisible skirt with her alabaster arms. "I have always thought there is a moment in the life of

a girl," she begins, and then pauses. They hear John Haskell's voice rise briefly above the oth-

ers with a fragment of a sentence: have deteriorated with the coming ofthe. . ."By 'moment,'"

Catherine continues, "I mean a period of time, a week, or months perhaps. But finite. A

moment for which the bones have been forming themselves. .

." She stops, as if searching for

the appropriate words with which to continue. "And in that moment a girl becomes a

woman. The bud of a woman perhaps. And she is never so beautiful as in this period of time,

however brief."

Olympia is glad that it is dark and that her face cannot be seen, for she can feel it

becoming suffused with color.

What I mean to say, my dear," Catherine adds, "is that I believe you are just on the

cusp of your moment."

stops,

as if

search-

ing for the

appropriate

words with

which to continue.

"And in that moment

a girl becomes a

woman. The bud of a

woman perhaps.

And she is

never so

beautiful

as in this

period

of time,

however

brief."

This excerpt from Fortune's Rocks, published by Little, Brown and Company, has been used with Anita

Shreve's permission. Ms. Shreve is the author of seven novels. Her last novel, The Pilot's Wife, was an

Oprah Winfrey book club selection.

Anita Shreve will read on April 6 at the annual dinner of the Friends of Duke University Library. For

information about purchasing tickets for the dinner and reading, call (919) 660-5816.
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notes Events

Exhibits

January/February

Heavy Wings: African American Life in

the Inn (.Voir South

March

Amh Art ami Culture

April/May

luhan F. Abele, Architect

Buy a Book,

Save a Book!

The Friends of Duke University

Library will sponsor a book sale on

March 31 during Springfest.The

books will be sold from a booth on

the quad, with proceeds going to

support the funding of the Friends'

Preservation Endowment.The booth

will be stocked with fiction and

popular non-fiction in hardback

and paperback, There will also be a

selection of audiobooks and CDs.

The Friends plan to hold a much

larger book sale sometime during

the coming year The rain dale for

Spnnqfest is Apnl 7

lom Wolfe (r.) with Mary Ellen and Karl von der Heyden

New York Event with Tom Wolfe

Nearly 150 Duke supporters— parents, alumni and friends—converged on the

University Club in New York City on December 1 for a reception with author and Duke Dad

Tom Wolfe Wolfe discussed his forthcoming novel, which will be set on a university cam-

pus. The author promises that Duke will not be the model for his fictional institution! The

event, part of the Library's City Lights Society outreach program, was hosted by Karl and

Mary Ellen von der Heyden, Roy and Merilee Bostock, and Bill and Stuart Buice

Musk of the Spheres

Duke Music Library

Opens a Door to Music

Resources on the Web

The Duke Music Library has

recently created an Internet

resource, which is, according to

Library Director John Druesedow,

"the most comprehensive classical

music gateway on the Web and the

easiest to use." Called DW3(Duke

World Wide Web) Classical Music

Resources, this virtual music library

is a massive Web portal connected

to more than 1,400 information-

rich, non-commercial Web sites in

more than a dozen languages.

While DW3 is primarily text-based,

it also links to thousands of images

and sound files.

The site, under development

for nine months, was created by Yale

Fineman, user services librarian at

the Music Library. And although

DW3 has been released to the pub-

lic, it will never really be finished.

Fineman is constantly adding to it.

He spends about 30 hours each

week searching the Web and creat-

ing new links to classical music

pages that are substantial in scope,

accurate, and non-commercial. Visit

DW3 at www lib.duke.edu/music/

resources/classical index.html.

February 3

Engaging Faculty: Gerda Lemer, historian ami

pioneer in the field of women's studies, speaking

on the subjects she examines in Why History

Matters: Life ami Thought. Ms. Lerner is

Robinson-Edwards Professor Emerita of History

at the University ot Wisconsin and a visiting pro-

fessor in Duke's Department of History. Perkins

Library Rare Book Room, 5:00 p.m.

March 3

Shirlene Holmes ami ( jr., an acclaimed

theatrical ensemble based in Atlanta, will present

its unique brand of performance theater in a

series ot short pieces. Perkins Library Rare

Book Room, 7 p.m. A discussion with play-

wright/author Holmes will follow the program.

March 30

Engaging Faculty: Orrin Pilkey, James B. Duke

Professor Emeritus ol ( ieology,

lecturing on the topic of barrier islands of the

world. Professor Pilkey will report on his most

recent research, which has been conducted in

part through the use of satellite imagery. Perkins

Library Rare Book Room, 5:00 p.m.

March 31

Friends of the Library book sale on the quad

during Springiest

—

Rain date. April 7

April 5

A reading by National Book Award winner Barry

Lopez, who writes about the environment and

the imagination. Perkins Library, Rare Book

Room, 5:30 p.m.

April 6

The Friends of Duke University Library annual

business meeting and dinner, with a reading by

Duke Mom and best-selling author Anita Shrew.

Searle Center, 6:30 p.m.

April 7-8

Spring meeting of the Library Advisory Board

April 27

"George Salter: Odyssey of a Book Designer,"

presented by Thomas Hansen, professor of

German at Wellesley College. Time and location

to be announced.

For more information about any oj the Libra) y's

exhibits or events, telephone (919)660-5816 or e-

mail ilene.nelson@duke.edu.
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knowledge bytes
Venture into the Humanities
Internet Sites Selected for the Readers of Duke University Libraries

The State Hermitage Museum

In 1 764 Catherine the Great purchased a considerable

collection of western European paintings, laying the founda-

tion for the Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg.With over

3,000,000 works of art, the Hermitage Museum is one of the

largest in the world.This rich Web site, developed through an

IBM corporate community relations project, provides a history

of the museum, highlights of the collection,and descriptions

of recent and past exhibitions.The sophisticated search engine

allows virtual museum visitors to search the collection by

artist, work of art, color, or layout or to browse the collection

by category of artwork.

The Mercury Theatre on the Air

Created by Orson Welles and John Houseman, the Mercury Theatre produced a

number of highly acclaimed radio-adapted dramas in 1938 during its one year of

life. All the surviving Mercury Theatre programs are available at this site, in stream-

ing and downloadable RealPlayer format. In addition to its most famous produc-

tion, War of the Worlds, the titles include Heart ofDarkness, Jhe39Steps, and Julius

Caesar. At the end of 1938, the Campbell Soup Company bought the theatre,

renaming it Campbell Playhouse.The site includes five of the Campbell Playhouse

productions, as well as a seven-part radio series ofies Miserables that was written,

produced, and directed by Orson Welles in 1937. Rounding out the site is a brief his-

tory of the two theatres.

American Religion Data Archive

Maintained at the Department of Sociology and Anthropology at Purdue University, this data archive stores and

distributes data sets from a wide variety of studies on American religion. Its core feature is a search facility that

allows for keyword searching across studies, analyzing and downloading of data, retrieving of survey questions.and

viewing of detailed hie descriptions and codebooks. The site is remarkable for both its slick design and its advanced

functionality, [submitted by ChristofGalli]

Dime Novels and Penny Dreadfuls

Frank Merriwell and Young King Brady live on in this wonderful Web site highlighting the Dime Novel and Story Paper Collection at the Stanford University Library. The

site provides thousands of graphic images of illustrated covers from dime novels (called penny dreadfuls in England) published from the mid-nineteenth century to its

close. Images, available in thumbnail or full size, may be searched or browsed by various features, including audience, setting, or subject.The site also includes the complete

texts of nine dime novels.

If you would like to recommend a web site for

inclusion in a future issue of Duke University Libraries,

contact Joline Ezzell at joline.ezzell@duke.edu. connecting people + ideas 17



collections highlight

Ad* Access: Over 7,000 Historical Advertisements Live Again On-line

"It pays to go Greyhound". .."Outsells all others

combined!"... "Vacation ships—getting there is half the

fun". . . Those phrases, part of our collective cultural

memory, evolved during the first half of this century, as

national advertising of products and services exploded in

number and frequency. Advertisements—their images,

slogans, and designs—incorporate various aspects of our

daily lives. And because they do reflect our lives and

times, these ephemeral bits of popular culture are useful

to scholars seeking to discover who we are and how we

got here.

Ad*Access, a new on-

line database developed at

1 Hike, gives scholars, stu-

dents and researchers on

campus and around the

world images and informa-

tion for more than 7,000

advertisements printed pri-

marily in U.S. newspapers

and magazines between

191 1 and 1955. Ad*Access is

the latest digitization pro-

ject of Dukes Rare Hook,

Manuscript, and Special

C Collections Library. It is the

collaborative effort of two

o! the 1 ibrary's (Centers

—

the |ohn W. Hartman

< entei toi Sales, \dvei tising

& Marketing I listory and the Digital Scriptorium.

< ienerously supported by the Duke Endowment "l ibrary

2000" f und, Ad'Access was created using materials in

the |. Walter Thompson (Company Competitive

Advertisements (Collection.

The J. Walter Thompson Company's Pre- 1955

( Competitive Ads files contain over 50,000 advertise-

ments organized into over 40 subject areas. Deciding

how to select advertisements for Ad*Access from the

larger collection was one of the greatest challenges the

Hartman ( Center staff faced. They reviewed the Pre- 1955

(Competitive Ads files for products that both generated

research interest and illustrated major developments in

American society, culture, business, and technology of

the period. .Alter much consideration the product cate-

gories of beauty and hygiene, radio, television, trans-

portation, and World War II were chosen for

digitization.

Beauty and hygiene, one of the subject areas

researchers use most heavily on-line, offers a glimpse

into the development of products that companies pro-

moted as fostering personal hygiene and enhancing one's

attractiveness. Deodorants had only come into use in the

1890s, and cosmetics were not widely used until the early

1900s when newly popular movie stars made wearing

make-up more socially acceptable. The evolution of

advertising in the beauty

and personal hygiene

market is well-documented

in over 2,350 on-line ads.

Familiar contemporary

products such as Ivory soap

and Colgate toothpaste are

present in Ad* Access, as are

once-popular products of

earlier generations, such as

Lustre Cream shampoo and

Wildroot Hair Tonic.

Radio and television, so

integral to late twentieth

century lite, were not imme-

diately embraced by con-

sumers. Ad*Access chroni-

cles radio's various techno-

logical advances, including

pre-set buttons, which com-

panies touted as standard features of their "new and

improved" radios. The radio category presents advertise-

ments from the years 1922 to 1956 for home radios,

radio tubes, radio programs and, later, car and portable

radios. Most of the television advertisements date from

the 1 950s, reflecting the medium's increasing popularity

in the decade following its introduction. Advertisements

in this category invite consumers to enter new worlds

through television. Slogans such as "Sports! Concerts!

Movies! Plays! New Wonder Window Television" herald

the previously less accessible pleasures that television

could deliver to the homes of television owners. Images

in Ad* Access of 1947's 20-inch "big screen" television are

reminders of the technological transformations that have

occurred during the past 50 years.

Ads in the transportation category trace the emer-
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gence of new and faster means of travel and document

the competition for passengers, especially between trains

and airplanes. With their themes of safety and timeli-

ness, the train and plane ads were intended to attract

family and business travelers. Taking a different

approach, cruise ship ads from the early 1950s promote

the benefits of a leisurely journey to the vacationer's

destination, employing colorful images to evoke the

romance and "fine" life that awaited travelers onboard.

In all of the product categories, World War II-era

ads convey general support for the war effort. However,

the separate World

War II category

features ads spon-

sored by various

companies or

solely by the War

Advertising

Council to endorse

six major govern-

ment-sponsored

advertising cam-

paigns. Charged with the task of selling wartime govern-

ment programs and war bonds to the American public,

the War Advertising Council and the War Finance

Committee sought to promote voluntary compliance

with bond-buying quotas and rationing programs while

at the same time contributing to the home front morale.

These two organizations are credited with organizing

more advertising and publicity than had ever before

been generated for an American product or agency.

Images of fighting and dying soldiers are interspersed

throughout the campaigns with those of children saving

pennies to buy war bonds. A timeline of advertising and

military campaigns provides a descriptive context for

many of the government drives and programs included

in this category.

The World War II timeline is just one example of

the added value Ad*Access gives to these advertising

materials. Two levels of searching, a facility for browsing

a category, category descriptions, and timelines covering

American and world events enable students to place the

ads in the context of a particular era and researchers to

better focus their searches to yield advertisements rele-

vant to their areas of study. Recently, a New Zealand

researcher looking for examples of how society regarded

adolescents (children) during the first half of the century

commented on-line:

"Your ads, many of which would

have been included in movie magazines

read by [New Zealanders], provide a fasci-

nating visual complement to my readings of

contemporary documents on education,

youth groups, health education, etc. They

also save me having to travel to the archives

in Auckland (some 700km away!) to view

the actual magazines. Or, at least, when I go,

I'll have a good idea of what to look for."

Watching interest in the site spread around the

world has been an exciting sidelight of placing Ad'Access

on- line. Argentina, 'Trinidad and Tobago, Lebanon,

Germany, Taiwan and Iceland are among the 80 nations

from which people have viewed or linked to the site. This

is m addition to the

thousands of people in

the United States who

are using it as a

reference point from

libraries, for personal

study, and in the

classroom. A faculty

member at the

Harvard Business

School referred to

Ad* Access as ". . .a signal accomplishment. The study of

popular culture, American studies, material culture, the

anthropology and history of First world cultures, not to

mention the fields of marketing and advertising history,

will never be the same."

Duke University's Special Collections Library is

one of only a handful of institutions that are able to

provide access to advertising images on-line. "Relatively

few libraries, museums, or archives focus on document-

ing the advertising industry," notes Ellen Gartrell,

director of the Hartman Center. "The substantial effort

of selecting, scanning and maintaining electronic

resources such as Ad*Access has prevented many reposi-

tories from creating similar projects."

The Chronicle ofHigher Education and the

Scout Report have featured Ad*Access in their on-line

publications. USA Today chose Ad*Access as a "Hot Site

Page" for 4 November 1999 and Yahoo!, an on-line

search engine, chose the site as a "Pick of the Week" on 8

November 1999. The media attention has introduced

thousands of people to these historic advertisements and

to the other important on-line collections available at

Duke University.

Ad*Access is available at http://scriptorium.lib.

duke.edu/adaccess. Other on-line projects are available

through the homepage of the Rare Book, Manuscript,

and Special Collections Library at

http://scriptorium.lib.duke.edu/.

Lynn Pritcher

Archivist, Digital Scriptorium
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Verne and Tanya Roberts

Friends in Deed!

It was only natural to invite Dr. Verne Roberts to become a charter mem-

ber of the Library Advisory Board in 1990. Dr. Roberts, then Duke adjunct pro-

fessor of Mechanical Engineering (1973-83), was exhibiting his fine history of sci-

ence collection at the Duke Library where the rare volumes were on permanent

loan to the Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections Library.

During the next nine years, Verne Roberts was both an active member of

the Library Advisory Board, and, with his wife Tanya, a gracious host to his col-

leagues. Fellow Board members still recall with special fondness elegant dinners

Verne and Tanya Roberts gave for the Library Advisory Board at their beautiful

home on Chelsea Circle in Durham's Hope Valley community.

Even after they left the Durham area in 1996, the Robertses continued to

direct gifts to the Library in the form of books and contributions to its Annual

Fund. In 1998 their philanthropy culminated in a $1.4 million gift in which they

once again used their handsome Chelsea Circle residence for the Library's benefit.

In consultation with Duke's Office of Planned Giving, Dr. and Mrs.

Roberts created a unitrust that transferred the Chelsea Circle property to Duke.

The unitrust agreement provides for the Library's immediate financial wellbeing

as well as for its future needs. Responding to the current Campaign for Duke, the

Robertses wanted to make a gift that would address current campaign priorities.

Accordingly, they established the Verne and Tanya Roberts Research Fellowships

and funded the Verne and Tanya Roberts Conservation Laboratory, which enables

the Library to initiate a much needed preservation program. However, the largest

portion of the gift was set aside to establish a charitable remainder trust that will

generate income for the Robertses during their lifetimes and endowment support

for the Library in perpetuity.

The unitrust set up by Verne and Tanya Roberts is just one example of giv-

ing arrangements that provide immediate financial benefit to Duke and allow the

donor to earn income during his or her lifetime. For more information about

trusts or other ways of making a gift to the Library, please contact the Office of

Library Development, Duke University Library, Box 90197, Durham, NC 27708-

0197, (919) 660-5805, or e-mail the office at Library_Development@duke.edu

Verne Roberts (1) with University

Librarian David Ferriero

Even after they left

the Durham area in

1996, the Robertses

continued to direct

gifts to the Library in

the form of books

and contributions to

its Annual Fund. In

1998 their philan-

thropy culminated in

a $1.4 million gift in

which they once

again used their

handsome Chelsea

Circle residence for

the Library's benefit.
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Donors
July 1,1998 to June 30,1999

Bibliophiles

Bibliophiles have

contributed $10,000 or

more.

Anonymous (2)

Herman Ross Arnold III

AT&T Foundation

Dr.and Mrs. William Gerald Austen

Sallie Bingham

Mr.and Mrs. Roy J. Bostock

Estate of Benjamin Boyce

Mr.and Mrs. Bruce H.Brandaleone

Mr.and Mrs. William T.Buice III

E.Rhodes and Leona B. Carpenter

Foundation

Arthur Vining Davis Foundation

Dunspaugh-Dalton Foundation

Estate of Kendnck S.Few

Gretchen S.Fish

Fitzroy Dearborn Publishers

John W. Hartman

Mr.and Mrs. Benjamin D.Holloway

Eleanore M. Jantz

Barbara Y.Juda

John S.and James L. Knight

Foundation

William A. Lane, Jr.

Martha H.Morris

North Carolina Center for

Independent Higher Education

Outdoor Advertising Association of

America

Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company of

New York, Inc.

Mr.and Mrs. Leland R.Phelps

Floyd M.Riddick

Mr.and Mrs.Verne L.Roberts

Donna M.Sherry

Estate of Margaret J. Sprinkle

Barry Joel Tarasoff

Karl M. von der Heyden

Paul B.Williams Corporation

Richard J.Tex Williams

GayleC.Winsor

Benefactors

Benefactors have made

gifts ranging from

$5,000 to $9,999.

Baton Rouge Area Foundation

Mr. and Mrs. Douglas G. Beckstett

Elizabeth D. Brand III

Columbia University

Thomas E.Davin

Gladys Krieble Delmas Foundation

Mr.and Mrs. David M.Huggin

Irving B Holley, Jr.

John A.Koskinen

Chester RMiddlesworth

Arthur G.Raynes

Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Reilly, Jr.

Mary DB.T.Semans Foundation

William W.Wilson

Sponsors

Sponsors have given

between $1,000 and

$4,999.

Anonymous

Herschel V.Anderson

Frederick F.Andrews

Justin F. Beckett

Mr.and Mrs. William D.Bennison

Bridget Hays Booher

James A. Booher

Boston Foundation

Dr.and Mrs.H.Keith H.Brodie

Paul and Virginia Bryan

Citibank/Citicorp

Reginald TCIough

Crain Communications, Inc.

Jay S.Creswetl, Jr.

Mary H.Dawson

Disgue Dee Deanejr.

Devonwood Foundation

LynneC.Dowell

Mr. and Mrs. Robert F.Durden

Dale E.Eaton

David S. Ferriero and

Gail Zimrnermann

Lyne S.Few

Randolph R. Few, Jr.

Marie C. Fox

J.B.Fugua

Suzanne W.Godwin

Albert Heyman

Mr.and Mrs.Thomas B.Hines

David S.Hubbell

Joan EJohnson

Richard H.Jones

Nannerl O.Keohaneand

Robert Keohane

Bradley Jay Korman

Peter Allen Levine

Mr.and Mrs. Roger L.Marshall

Mr.and Mrs. Edward G.Martinique

Robert Woods Melton

Estate of Gustavus H. Miller

Laura Steinschneider Morris

Ellen RMyerberg

Martin T.November

Walter J. O'Brien

Clayton S.Owens

Gary R.Peet

Mr.and Mrs. David W.Peterson

Lillians. Pollock

Mr.and Mrs. William C.Reinhardt

Joe J.Robnett, Jr.

Mr.and Mrs. Alex F.Roland

Geoffrey R.Simon

Mr.and Mrs.James D.SimpsonJr.

Earl E.T.Smith, Jr.

Leanna M.Thomas

Susan M.Varney

Timothy D.Warmath

William B.Weaver

Virginia and Gerald Wilson

Karen BogartYoh
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Patrons

Patrons have contributed

between $500 and $999.

Lewis E.Anderson

Anheuser Busch, Inc.

Ann U.Armbrister

Mr. and Mrs. James R.Belanger

Betty G.Bengtson

Mary Chapman Benni

irueM Blair

Florence Blakely

Edward J.BIume

Frank L.Borchardt

Dorothy P. Brock

Robert and Monika Brown

Leo Burnett Company

Thomas PCaine

William I.Campbell

Anne House Carroll

Mr and Mrs.William F.Chambers

Guy Chauvel

Norman Cohn

Mr.andMrs.Jesse M.Colvin

Noble E. Cunningham, Jr.

Walter J. De Winter

George LDugger

Margaret WEhrhardt

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Emerling

Eli N.Evans

Fidelity Investments Charitable

Gift Fund

Robert C.Gibbs

Robert Monroe Gill

Craufurd Goodwin

Louis R.Hagood III and

Patricia Carr Hagood

Karen Marie Hammett

Mr.and Mrs. R. Philip Hanes, Jr.

Thomas S.Harman

Robert T.Harper

Richard A. Harris and Ellen Wolf

Byron L. Hawks

Myron and Ethel Hedlin

Joseph Stewart Horrigan

TracieJ.Jacguemin

Elizabeth Pryor Johnson

Carl W.Judy

Abram Kanof (deceased)

Mark Kearney

Philip Lader

Patricia J.Mauldin

Lavonne A. Meads

Gertrude E.Merritt

Christopher L.Meyer

Ruth JayeMonnig

Mr. and Mrs. Leo Raymond

Montgomery

Gregory W.Owen

David W. and Karen Pancost

Mr. and Mrs. Leonard G. Pardue III

David B. Parsons

Mr.and Mrs. Mark Perlman

Josephine Erwin Powe

Preston Reynolds

Henry F.Safrit

Norman C.Selby

Adam Silver

Elizabeth B Sink

Mowry Smith III

Jennifer Smith Stein

Stuart F.Sucherman

Rosalie B.Tipton

Kathleen M.Tripp

Sustainers

Sustainers have made

gifts ranging from $100

to $499.

Shirley Halton Ada

Rex D.and Ellen Adams

Allison Outdoor Advertising

KerbeyT. Altmann

Mr.and Mrs. Carl L.Anderson

Emily T.Anderson

Jane C.Anderson

Matthew R. Anker

Edward M.and Sylvia Arnett

Kenneth J.Arnold

Gary Baden

Patricia Bader

Whitney S.Bagnall

Dorothy O.Bailey

Stephen Denio Baker

Ban Lipp Foundation

John P. Barrett

William J. Baumol

Margaret Marshburn Beahrs

Ronald L.Becker

Peter Bellamy

Richard V. Benya

Mr.and Mrs. Kenneth Berger

Thomas L. Berger

Rowena K. Berry

Mr.and Mrs.William Bevan

Shirley M.Billings

Warren P Bird

Jane A.BIanton

Dorothy B.Bone

Barbara Branson

Beverly A. Brenneman

Barbara Jane Britzke

Mr.and Mrs. Finn E. Bronner

Spencer Hunter Brown

Susan McLaughlin Brown

Mr.and Mrs.Jackson B.Browning, Jr.

Genevieve Ramseur Buice

Robert E.Burgin

Ronald R Butters

C.& U Poster Advertising Co.

Nancy E.Capps

Michael James Carey

Michael A. Carpenter

Constance J. Carter

Mr.and Mrs.Samuel W.Caverlee

Philip J. Chapa

Janet J Chase

Pamela K.Chastain

Alice H.Cheyer

Thomas Cirillo

Louis and Danielle Citron

Elizabeth A Clark

Howard G.Clark III

Linda Loeb Clark

H.Derek Collins and

TammieLKirkland

Mr.and Mrs.Joel Colton

Hilary E.Condit
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Donors July 1,1998 to June 30,1999

Mr. and Mrs. W.Robert Connor Dr.and Mrs. J. Leonard Goldner Bruce T.KIoppman

Louise S.Conrad and John A.Goree Kenneth R.Knoerr

Frederick L Conrad, Jr. Karl D.Gottschalk David E.Koch

Joseph Sol Cooper Pickett M.Guthrie Susan E.Kolar

Thomas H.Cordle Victoria E.Guy Milton C.Konicek

John R. Cranford Dawn Hall Hails Irwin Kremen

Richard L.Cromartie, Jr. Mr.and Mrs.T. R. Hainline, Jr. Richard A. Kunst

John J.Cronin Hugh M.HallJr. lames Ira Lader

William and Chic ita Culberson Robert C.Hall Kenneth C. Land

Philippe RDauman Mary M.Hamilton Thomas A. Langford

F.Mark Davis Richard E.Hansen Denis G.Lanigan

DeSisto School Parent Group M.Adelaide Hapala Judie Lannon

Leslie B.Dillon Celeste Hart Mr.and Mrs. Ray R.Larson

Mr.andMrs.Thomas E.Dooley Roseann V.Hassey Basil G.F.Laslett, Jr.

Ida Patterson Dorvee Mr.and Mrs. Guy B.Hathorn Richard H. Leach

Isobel Craven Drill M. Nixon Hennessee III Lillian A.Lee

Cathryn M.DuBow John F.Henry, Jr. Julia E.Lewis

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dughi Cynthia B.Herrup Harold W.Lewis

Mr.andMrs.CharlesA.DukesJr. JaneT. Hessler Philip Lewis

Nancy N.Dysart MaryL.Hildreth Mr.and Mrs. Henry A. Lichstein

W.Brooks Eaddy Richard and Margaret Hodel Dale Scon Lloyd

Arthur William Einstein Susan A.Hodge Charles B.Long

Katherine T.Emerson Carson G.Holloway Donald W. and Amy S.Loveland

Peter C.English Ole R.Holsh Anita Lynch

Estus Outdoor Advertising II LP Faye Mulholland Holt Karen Ann Magri

Richard B.Fair Mr.and Mrs. Don R. House Greayer and Dorothy

Christine Fenelon Anthony S.Hoyt Mansfield-Jones, Jr.

Mr and Mrs. E.C. Flowers, Jr. Mr.and Mrs. S.Marshall Huey, Jr. H.Gwen Marcus

Florence C. Fogelin Alexander Hull Mr.and Mrs. Kenneth H.Margerison

John A. Forlines, Jr. Myrna K.Jackson George G.Mason

Julia A.Foster Deborah LJakubs James E.Matthews

Margaret Ann Frampton Thomas and Ardith Johnsen John and Linda Matthews

Joyce B. Franke George D.JohnstonJr. Douglas E.Matthias

Susan Watt Fraysse The Hon.and Mrs.James Parker Connie and Ed McCarthy

Bart Fredo Jones Robert A. McConnell

Mr.andMrs.W.Barker French Mary Lib C.Joyce Martha B. McCoy

Ray Macnairn Fry Mr.and Mrs.Stephen RJoyce Kevin M.McDonough

Kathleen E.V. Gallagher Sarah L.Juntune Andrew J. Mcllwraith

Mildred Gee James M.Kanski Elizabeth A. McKeever

Martha M.V.Gehring W.Steven Keith MaryD.McLeod

Frederick B.Getze Dr.and Mrs. Kristopher J. Kelly Joseph Menker

Elizabeth D. Getzoff Mr.and Mrs. Keith G.Kepley, Jr. Mr.and Mrs. Craig T. Merritt

Daniel TGianturco Ashley G.Kerst Charles R.Middleton

George E.Gibbs Michael David Ketcham Dr.and Mrs. D.Edmond Miller, Sr.

Lawrence J.Giles Juliana Hiang Khoe Frank and Norma Mitchell

Mr.and Mrs. Edgar B. Gillespie Mr.and Mrs. William E.King Mr.and Mrs. Rayburn S.Moore

Neal C.Gillespie John J.Kirch Mr.and Mrs.John LMoorhead

Dr.and Mrs. John Glasson Lawrence O.Kline Mr.and Mrs. Michael Morris
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David R. Morrison

Virginia E. Murray

Elizabeth W.Mushak

Aubrey W.Naylor

Rebeccah K.Neff

Charlene Legrand Newton

Bruce Nicklas and

Sheila Counce Nicklas

John F.Oates

Carol O'Brien

Peter PD.OIejar

Betsy A.Olive

William C.Olson

Out-of-Home America, Inc.

Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Owett

Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Panarella

L.Brown Parker, Jr

Amy Morrison Perry

Mr.and Mrs. Walter S.Persons, Jr.

Patricia Peterson

Catherine Petroski

Margaret C.Phillips

Mr.and Mrs. John Piva, Jr.

SalvatoreVPizzo

LonnieMcGowen Player, Jr.

Mary E.Poole

Henry P Porter, Jr.

Barbara K. Post

James W.Price

Mr.and Mrs.Charles 0. Prince III

Edward A. Quint

Mr.and Mrs. Albert Rabiljr.

Elizabeth H Rader

Jerry Rao

Sumner M.Redstone

Roddey Reid, Jr.

Judy E.Reynolds

John W. Rice

Lawrence Richardson, Jr.

Barney LRickenbacker

Jill B.Roberts

Mr.and Mrs. David A. Rocker

Mozette R. Rollins

Mr.and Mrs. Kenneth Roman, Jr.

John D Ross, Jr

Michael A.Ross

Marion Salinger

Wendell L.Schollander

Derek K.Schubert

Mr.and Mrs.George E.Seegers

Dr.and Mrs.JamesH.Semans

Mary-Arden Hauss Shields

William M.Sholes

Catherine A. Shreve

Elizabeth A.Siegler

William M. Singer

Mr.and Mrs.TimothyH.SIevin

David Allen Smith

Ellen E. Smith

Emma L.Smith

Joel and Barbara Smith

Laura Bolton Smith

Norwood G Smith

MalindaG Snow

Mr.and Mrs. Guy ISolie

Beverly B. Sparks

W.Whitman Spearman

Deborah A.Spears

Mary Blakely Speer

Ruthanne B. Stabler

Mr.and Mrs. Joe R.Stafford

Herman W.Steinberg, Jr.

Sarah Holzsweig Steindel

Philip R.Stewart

Jim Stojak

Victor H.Strandberg

Elvin E.Strowd

Mr.and Mrs.JamesE.Sullivan

Sharon A.Sullivan

Mr.and Mrs. Michael A.Swoboda

John A.Tainer

Louise Wooten Talley

John J.Tepaske

Edward and JosefinaTiryakian

Norwood A.Thomas, Jr.

Edwin S.Thompson

Tourist Club of Durham

Margaret M.Umberger

Senol Utku

James PVere

Michael and LiseWallach

Tracey M.Weis

Jonathan C.Whaling

Shirley White

Eric A.Wiebke

Carey Bowen Wilcox

Charles H.Wilcox

Pelham Wilder, Jr.

Charles H Wile

Mr.and Mrs. George W. Williams

Mr.and Mrs. Leon Williams

Mr.and Mrs. Robert A.Williams

Kathiyn Ann S.Wilson

CW.WingJr.

Mr.and Mrs. L.C.Wmgard

Orval S.Wintermute

David Trevor Winters

Judith I.Woodburn

Glenn Patton Wright

Samuel T.Wyrlck III

Barbara A.Yastine

J. Russell Yoder, Jr.

Mr.and Mrs.Alan D.Young

Mr.and Mrs. David R.Young

Douglas E.Zarookian

Robert J Zeller

Members
Elizabeth E.Adams

Mr.and Mrs.Geoffrey W.Adams

Irving E.Alexander

M. Lynne Alexander

Larry PAIford

Sally A.AIne

Joseph A.Arpad

Mr.and Mrs. Ronald Ashendorf

Carol Lee Auerbach

John Richard Banks, Jr.

Adrian Bejan

HelgaW.Bessent

MaryT.Boatwnght

Rebecca L.Boehling

MaryS.Boewe

Dr and Mrs. Edward H.Bossen

Kathryn A. Bowers

Gordon and Evelyn Boyce

Joseph Martin Braceland

Joseph PBreedlove, Jr.

Howard D. Bridges, Jr.

Margaret Brill

Paul Henry Brodish

Michael E.Burke

Craven Allen Burns

Mr.and Mrs. Robert J. Cain

Bruce Carroll

Ernesto and Jane Caserta

JohnC.Cavanagh

Kimberly Ann Cayce

Harvey Kennedy Clow

John M.CIum

James W. Coble

Elizabeth Tinsley Collins

Eddie and Roberta Cone

George McDonough Connolly

Sandra M.Cooper

Charlotte Corbin

Dario and Madeline Covi

Lena Covington

MaryS.Cox

Dr.and Mrs.Thomas H.CrowderJr.

Mr.and Mrs. William H.Dartt, Sr.

May B.Daw

Lillian D. Dawson

Mary E. Delegal

Richard H.Diller

Elizabeth B.Domingos

Fowler Dugger, Jr.

Elizabeth B.Dunn

Ruth O.Edgerton-Long

John S.Edwards

Roger C.Erickson

Rowenia L.Fayerweather

Linda B.Ferren

Ann W. Fieles

Mr.and Mrs. Peter G. Fish

Albert A. Fisher

Thomas Jay Forrest

Harriett J. Fortenberry

Samantha Yates Francois

Eileen H.Friday

Mr.and Mrs.Jack R.Friedman

Frederick C.Frostick, Jr.

Lauren Gilman Gaviser

Dr. and Mrs. Rene L. Gelber

Hidehito Gemma

Irving B.Gerson

Virginia A.Gilbert

Mr.and Mrs. Nicholas W.Gillham

Mr.and Mrs. Richard B.

Gochnauer, Sr.

E.Stanly Godbold.Jr.

Elizabeth A.Graham
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Donors July 1,1998 to June 30,1999

Lore Alice Greene

Jennifer Rae Greeson

Thomas W. Grossman, Jr.

Anne R.Gruenberg

Edward T.Gushee, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. Peter K.Haff

Kamran Ihsan Haq

Wayne M.Harris

Sandra M.Harrison

Robin D. Hemrick

Mr.and Mrs. Marcus E.Hobbs

Elizabeth J. Holder

Mr.and Mrs.Stanley C.Hollander

Drand Mrs.Rufus M.Holloway

Richard M. Hopper

Virginia E.Horner

Mary A.Hotchkiss

Norman E.Hoyle

Larry Steven Hunt

Lindsay Ideson

David K.Jackson

Charles B.Johnson

Eric Andrew Johnson

William L.Johnson

Cynthia Lee Jones

Mary Ann Jones

Carol Nicole Joyner

Norma Katcher

Alicia V. Keiler

Sarah F.Kellam

Melissa Lynn Kelley

Harry 0. Kerr

John T.Kerr

Kathryn Klibanoff

Richard and Sharon Knapp

David M.Lane

Thomas J. Lassiter

Berkley W.Latimer

Martha S.Lawrence

Doreen W. Legg

Charles LLemperly

Heather Smith Linton

Karen Lou Littlefield

Mark D.Logan

DavidS. Lorry

Mr.and Mrs. Roger L. Loyd

Mr.and Mrs. Richard A.MacPhail

Marjorie Magner

Robert J. Maher

Allan B.Markham, Jr.

Nancy Smith Marks

Sanford E Marovitz

Mabel Wescott Martin

Stephen R.Martin

Luis Eduardo Martinez-Vincenti

Dr.and Mrs. Julian D.Mason

Nancy Tuttle May

Mavis M.Mayer

Dr.and Mrs. Stephen RMcConnell

Linda M McCurdy

Bruce McKittrick

J.Samuel McKnight

Jeffrey S.Miller

Anita Mills

Kathryn Elizabeth Moore

Tom Quest Moore

Mr.and Mrs.Omer R.Morm

Janie C.Morris

Andrew M.Moskowitz

Kay Moss

Margaret K.Motsinger

Denise E.Mullen

John Matthew Neclerio

Naomi Lynn Nelson

Adam Jay Newman

Eri Nishikawa

Keith Byrne Norman

Patricia A.Nugent

Julie Blume Nye

OAM Publications, Inc.

JeanO'Barr

Ellis B.Page

Joachim M.Paladino

Austin Smith Parker, Jr.

Hazel L. Pattern

Frances M. Peacock

William Gregory Peete

Orest Pelech

Perkins Library Acquisitions/Serials

& Cataloging

Mary Jane Petrowski

AnneWilgusPodesta

Ashley Brooke Power

Gregory G.Prasher

David Kempson Pyle

Charlotte A. Ramage

Dale and Phyllis Randall
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A Numerical Review of the Duke University Library System for 1998-1999

Totals Include the Perkins System Libraries

and the Libraries for Business, Divinity, Law and Medicine

Resources

Books

Volumes held June 30, 1 999 4,865,47

1

Serials

Total number of serials received currently 40,798

Audiovisual Materials

Cartographic 129,374

Audio 24,708

Film and Video 18,701

Other Library Materials

Government Documents 1,386,066

Microforms 3,953,717

Computer Files 5,044

Manuscripts and Archives (linear feet) 34,194

Personnel

Professional Staff, FTE 121

Support Staff, FTE 171

Student Assistants, FTE 56

Expenditures

Library Materials

Monographs $3,191,214

Current Serials Including Periodicals 5,929,558

Other Library Materials

(e.g. microforms, a/v, etc.) 217,321

Miscellaneous (Includes expenditures for computer files,

database searches, interlibrary loan and document delivery) 489,451

Total Library Materials $9,827,544

Contract Binding 271,257

Salaries and Wages

Professional Staff $5,716,450

Support Staff 4,222,572

Student Assistants 527,031

Total Salaries and Wages 10,466,053

Other Operating Expenditures 3,242,881

Total Library Expenditures $23,807,735
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NAMt(S)

Duke affiliation {graduate, faculty, staff, parent, friend)

address city State zip

YES! I want to support Duke University Library by making a gift at the following level:

O $ 10,001) Bibliophile (also President's Council

)

5,000 Benefactor (also Few Associates J

o $ 2,500 Subscriber (also Washington Duke Club Fellow

)

O $ 1,000 Sponsor (also Washington Duke Club)

O $ 500 Patron

O $ lOOSustainer

O $50 Member

O $ Other

: 3 My employer will match this gift. Please enclose employer's matching giftform.

My gift should be designated for

O The Library Annual Fund

3 The Friends of the Library: Program Support OBookFund O Preservation Endowment Fund

The Endowment

) Other

Method of payment

) Check (make check payable to Duke University)

1 D Credit card: (Master Card/Visa/American Express)

Account # expiration Date Signature

) Stock (Please call 919-684-2338 for instructions)

O Faculty/staff payroll deduction of $ ($5/month minimum)

o Pledge to be paid by June 30

I have included the Duke Library in my will

o I would like information on how to make a bequest to the Duke Library

Please send this form (or a copy) with your contribution to the

Duke University Library, Box 90197, Durham, NC 27708-0197
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Great Expectations:

Or, A Tale ofNew Partnerships

Deborah Jakubs

The daily news is full of the transforming power of the Internet and the potential impact

that the widespread availability of digital information will have on global communication,

the publishing industry, our own recreation, reading and work habits, and our children's

learning—among many other things. So, it may seem trite to discuss the"information revo-

lution" and the dramatic changes it has brought to libraries. Yet it is worthwhile to examine

certain aspects of those changes more closely, particularly as they affect the partnership

between university faculty and librarians, the creation of new scholarship, and even the defi-

nition of the library collection.

Giving birth in Virginia to a

girl child named "Virginia" was

an act [that] could, to 1580s

ways of thinking, be included

under the term "virginity,"

which had a different but very

closely connected meaning

to the Virgin Queen who ruled

over this newly expanded

territory.—Maureen Quilligan



The New Collection

We academic librarians continue to count volumes and celebrate millionth

acquisitions, but in truth the collection we make available to our users is not

limited to what sits on shelves in the library building. The university library has

become an information gateway, opening the campus to a world of rich resources

waiting to be exploited. A notable percentage of the library's annual acquisitions

budget is spent on resources that have no physical form and are not in fact owned

by the library. These are, for the most part, Web-based databases, and we do not

buy them, but instead pay for access to them.

Subject resource specialists responsible for building the collection purchase

what is needed to support the university's academic programs, regardless of

the format in which it is packaged. And in deciding what to acquire, they also

consider how faculty and students use resources. Thus, the science librarians at

Duke are more likely to "purchase" electronic books in lieu of some print volumes

because their faculty and students increasingly prefer on-line access to informa-

tion. The steady progression toward adding electronic books to the collections

calls into question the standards and means of measurement that libraries

have used for decades to gauge the quality of their holdings and to establish com-

parisons with other institutions. What's the measure of an excellent library

"collection" these days?

The traditional focus on the physical collections meant that librarians were

custodians and interpreters of a specific set of materials assembled locally. The

library's reputation was based on this very tangible body of print materials. It

is obvious that these conditions no longer exist. Global electronic access to

information about resources—knowing what's out there—has revolutionized

the research process, challenging libraries to design services that meet the height-

ened expectations of faculty and students.

The Library Without Walls

Increased awareness of the many resources that are available translates

into increased demand. Among North American research libraries, including

Duke, interlibrary borrowing rose 151% between 1986 and 1998, and the

trend continues. And while users are generating more requests for materials not

found in Duke's collections, they are also checking out more books from the

collections here. Between 1988-89 and 1998-99, circulation of materials annually

from the library stacks at Duke jumped a whopping 78%, from 139,480 to

248,008 items. Even books that have sat on shelves unused for years are showing

up at the circulation desk or are going out on loan to other libraries, thanks

to subject/keyword searches of the Duke on-line catalog as well as the ease with

which patrons can peruse many different library catalogs from a single terminal.

Increased reliance on interlibrary borrowing has become a reality for

all research libraries, since user demands are growing more rapidly than library

budgets. Interlibrary borrowing is also a critical component of resource-sharing

and cooperative collection development agreements, such as those Duke has

with neighboring institutions in North Carolina's Research Triangle. By adhering

to complementary collecting policies, a consortium of libraries such as the

Triangle Research Libraries Network can dramatically expand the range of mate-

rials that is readily available to its users and stretch acquisitions funds.

Even books that have

sat on shelves unused

for years are showing up

at the circulation desk

or are going out on loan

to other libraries, thanks

to subject/keyword

searches of the Duke

on-line catalog as well as

the ease with which

patrons can peruse

many different library

catalogs from a single

terminal.
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we only had trade

statistics on paper

from the U.S.

Department of

Commerce.

Although the infor-

mation was there, it

was impossible to

create one's own

customized matrix

exportinq countries

Research and Teaching in an

On- Line World: Case Studies

The availability of a broader spectrum of research materials and

advanced methods for manipulating data are driving new scholarship.

Take, for example, the case of Gary Gereffi, professor of sociology and

director of Duke's Markets and Management program. A single

database, the World Trade Analyzer (WTA), has dramatically changed

how he teaches and conducts his research on global trade networks.

The WTA enables students both to view

international data on imports and exports at the product level for all

industries and to create their own time-series analyses of trade, specify-

ing countries, years, and products. Professor Gereffi, who specializes in

the study of global commodity chains in four major industries (gar-

ments, footwear, automobiles, and computers) comments that, "Before

the WTA, we only had trade statistics on paper from the U. S.

Department of Commerce. Although the information was there, it was

impossible to create one's own customized matrix of importing and

exporting countries and to analyze change over time."

More rapid identification of sources and access to materials also

foster international communication and collaboration among

researchers, as demonstrated by an experience Robert Healy had

recently. Healy, a professor in the Nicholas School of the Environment,

had been contacted via email by a graduate student in Mexico who was

seeking information about sustainable tourism. In an Internet search

Healy located the Web site for the Commission on Environmental

Cooperation, an international agency established under NAFTA, and

found there the full text of reports delivered at a recent Canciin,

Mexico conference on sustainable tourism in North America. Healy

sent the reference to the student who then had immediate electronic

access to the complete conference proceedings.

According to chemistry professor Todd Woerner, in the past five

years technological advances in information management have essen-

tially eliminated the distance between the undergraduate chemistry

teaching laboratory and the library. The library has, to a large degree,

made a virtual move into the laboratory, giving students immediate

access to formulas, reference literature, and other pertinent data as they

perform their experiments. Through networked computer systems and

on-line resources, students are able to search and retrieve significant

amounts of information from the same computers they are using to

operate the scientific instruments in the laboratories. Professor

Woerner reports that, "Finding physical constants, or journal articles, is

literally just a click away." The Web of Science, Uncover, Beilstein, the

NIST Webbook, and the Cambridge Structural Database are but a few

of the electronic reference tools that he and his students use in the lab-

oratory on a regular basis.

Professor Maureen Quilligan, the new chair of Duke's English

Department, unexpectedly experienced the power of technologically

' Duke University Libraries



Deceptively Simple, Simply Complex

enhanced resources during a recent

trip to the library. Professor

Quilligan had come for a demon-

stration of Early English Books

Online (EEBO), a database that the

library is considering for purchase.

The digital version of a very large

microfilm collection held at Duke,

EEBO offers rapid on-line access to

page images of 96,000 titles pub-

lished in England between 1475 and

1700. Professor Quilligan had been

asked by the director of North

Carolina's Lost Colony to supply

material for their brochure that

would give some historical sense of

what Eleanor Dare, the first woman

to give birth to a child in Raleigh's

new colony, might have felt about

her ordeal. In what she wrote,

Professor Quilligan explained that

it would have been appropriate for

Dare to say one of the prayers that

midwives offered after the safe

delivery of a baby. Quilligan knew

that these prayers were included in

the Fifth Lamp of Virginity, printed

in 1582 by Henry Denham in an

elegant edition. But how to find

the prayer, and quickly? Thanks to

EEBO, she was able to call up the

page images of the Fifth Lamp

of Virginity, locate the prayer, and

print it—work that would have

been exceedingly difficult, if not

impossible, utilizing the microfilm,

which has no index.

Easy digital access to sources made it possible

for Vice- Provost Jim Roberts to assemble images

depicting alcohol and temperance history for his seg-

ment of a team-taught Duke course, "Alcohol: Brain,

Individual, and Society." He found many images via

the Internet, scanned some himself from books at

Duke, and obtained others through interlibrary loan

These photos and other images illustrated his class

presentations and are on the course Web site for stu-

dents to see. Roberts also took advantage of Perkins

Library's "Ask Ref" Web-based reference service

The library has, to a

large degree, made a

virtual move into the

laboratory, giving

students immediate

access to formulas,

reference literature, and

other pertinent data as

they perform their

experiments. Through

networked computer

systems and on-line

resources, students are

able to search and

retrieve significant

amounts of information

from the same comput-

ers they are using to

operate the scientific

instruments in the

laboratories.

Librarians who assist users are

quick to point out that it is deceptively

simple to "do research" in today's rapid-

ly expanding, technologically sophisti-

cated environment. An Internet search

on any given topic turns up a host of

sites of varying relevance and quality.

Although the search process itself seems

simple and usually produces a copious

amount of information, the easy part

ends there. A library patron can be

overwhelmed by the sheer amount of

information. Ironically, the same

advances that have facilitated informa-

tion-seeking have also made the

research process more complex,

demanding equally sophisticated skills

in winnowing and sifting sources and

critical judgment about what is truly

valuable.

Separating the truly useful

resources from those that are marginal

or just plain bad requires students to be

able to differentiate between them. This

skill does not come naturally, but only

with guidance, time and practice.

Developing in students the ability to

recognize quality and to be discriminat-

ing in their selection of research materi-

als is a joint responsibility of librarians

and faculty and an area in which they

can successfully partner.
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Easy digital access to sources

made it possible for Vice-Provost

Jim Roberts to assemble images

depicting alcohol and temperance

history for his segment of a team-

taught Duke course, "Alcohol:

Brain, Individual, and Society." He

found many images via the

Internet, scanned some himself

from books at Duke, and obtained

others through interlibrary loan.

These photos and other images

illustrated his class presentations

and are on the course Web site for

(sometimes very late at night) to request data for his tables,

such as an international comparison of per capita alcohol

consumption, or country-specific data on production and

consumption of beverages. Roberts' experience is represen-

tative of the new faculty/library partnership that technology

is helping to forge.

Professors Neil DeMarchi (Economics) and Hans

Van Miegrot (Art History) plan to use technology to "give

certain themes immediacy" in a course about the art market

that they are designing. For example, they might introduce

images derived from infra-red photographs of an old paint-

ing to show the marks of a genuine piece. They plan to go

on-line and explore E-Bay and Sotheby's auctions. Given

that students have access to art databases with digital

images of what may appear at auctions, the two faculty will

combine in-class access to a live auction with research on

the images themselves. In this way, they would integrate

technological approaches both in class and outside of class.

And finally, the experience of Oliver Marshall is

further evidence that geographic separation is no longer a

barrier to research. Marshall is a British researcher whose

scholarly interests include the history of the British in Brazil

but whose avocation is the study of sea turtles. As a

member of "C-TURTLE," a Florida-based on-line discus-

sion group, Marshall tracks international exchanges on

the fate of the turtles from his home in England. By brows-

ing an array of on-line library catalogs, he has learned

of the Archie F. Carr Center for Sea Turtle Research at the

University of Florida and identified particularly useful

works in the library at the University of Hawaii. Beyond

turtles, research in another of Marshall's scholarly

nterests has been greatly advanced by access to on-line

telephone directories, through which he traces names

to locate the descendants of early British emigres to Brazil.
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What Does the Future Hold?

If the present trends are any indication of the future,

librarians are likely to see

• More savvy seekers of information

• More independent researchers, who go directly to

sources without library mediation (though these

sources may be provided by the library)

• New roles for librarians as navigators, teachers,

and interpreters

• New partnerships between faculty and librarians in

curriculum development and information delivery

• Changes in library services, e.g., 24 x 7 reference that

relies on "real people" at other libraries around the

world

• New partnerships among libraries internationally for

cooperative collection development and document

delivery

• Much less reliance on the physical collections

• A redefinition of the library's community of users (no

longer limited to the local community)

• Interdisciplinary research greatly facilitated by rapid

means of searching for information across a variety of

sources

• High expectations, better access, but no financial sav-

ings, as more resources and types of access become

available at high prices

• Access to resources accepted as a viable alternative to

ownership

Conclusions

Together libraries and researchers have entered an excit-

ing era of information dissemination in which the opportunities

for use appear to be limited only by the boundaries of one's

imagination and ability to navigate the electronic seas. Access to

previously unknown or recondite repositories has facilitated

work on questions that were till now unimagined.

And libraries? Gone, as we have known them, but re-

emerging as more dynamic centers of intellectual inquiry and

technological experimentation. There is no turning back,

and it is unlikely that, having seen the promise, anyone would

wish to do so.

Professors Neil

DeMarchi (Economics)

and Hans Van Miegrot

(Art History) plan to

use technology to "give

certain themes

immediacy" in a course

about the art market

that they are designing.

For example, they

might introduce images

derived from infra-red

photographs of an old

painting to show

the marks of a genuine

piece.

Deborah Jakubs is director of Collections Services

for Duke's Perkins Library system.
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WHAT WAS TRUE
MARGARET SARTOR

In 1968, a young, unknown, and unpublished photographer named William Gedney exhibited his work

at the Museum of Modern Art in New York. His one-man show included forty-four prints, compassionate

images of coalminers' families in eastern Kentucky and the counterculture youth of San Francisco: "extended

photographic studies," wrote curator John Szarkowski, "of people living precariously under difficulty."

Over the next twenty years, Szarkowski saw Gedney at museum openings or gatherings. Occasionally,

he saw new work by the photographer. "One had the sense," Szarkowski said of Gedney in a 1997 interview,

"that he was not unamused by life. Quiet, but sort of cheerfully quiet. Or quietly cheerful." To him, Gedney

seemed "inwardly directed" and "self-sufficient." Beyond the confines of the artist/curator relationship, how-

ever, John Szarkowski did not really know the photographer, though it was to Szarkowski (and also to Lee

l-'riedlander), that ( iedney chose to entrust his life's work when he became seriously ill. Indeed, no one inter-

viewed for this book—colleagues, longtime friends, even family—felt they knew William Gedney thoroughly.

Without exception, each accepted the unspoken limits on what Gedney would reveal about himself, his gentle

but intractable reserve, and each recognized, as well, the expansive gifts of the artist's talent and intelligence.

I was introduced to the work of William Gedney in the spring ot 1993, four years after his death.

1 Hike University had recently become the repository for his photographic archive, which encompassed three

decades of work: prints, negatives, contact sheets, book maquettes, and notebooks. I was teaching photogra-

phy at the Center for Documentary Studies at Duke University, and the staft at the library asked me to review

the contents of the collection and to put together a small exhibit commemorating the donation. I was drawn

to the idea of looking at a life's work that was largely unpublished and unmediated by critical opinion. I was

right and opposite:

Kentucky, 1964.

Cornett Family





intrigued by the sheer bulk of material, and

the tact that most of the photographs were

unknown outside of a relatively small

number of colleagues and curators. The

chore I accepted, however—that of a putting

together a small show for the library

—

soon grew into something else, not just a

larger task, but a deep fascination with

the sympathetic and sensual view of the

world I encountered in William Gedney's

photographs and notebooks.

* * *

My goal that first day was to move

swiftly through the contents of the collection,

to begin to garner an overall sense of the

work. Gedney's two-and-a-half page resume

included a list of professional accomplish-

ments—exhibitions, publications, grants

—

that was brief, but not unimpressive. I

planned to review finished prints from his

three most significant series, more or

less in the order in which he made them:

Kentucky, San Francisco, then India.

Scanning the long shelves of stacked gray

and tan cartons, I found a box with one of the photographer's own handwritten labels: "Eastern Kentucky," it

read; it seemed a good place to start. At an oak table directly under the brightest light 1 could locate, in the

almost silent library room, I sat down to work. Aiming for an easy but expeditious rhythm, I began to look

through the photographs.

Such quiet moments. Though hardly static. A man lies back on the hood ofan automobile with one arm

outstretched so that his fingertips just meet another's—a cigarette passes between them. People alone, or in

the midst of an intimate exchange. A teenage girl leans into a shadowed corner as a young man reaches tenta-

tively toward her. Stranded people, I thought. The downward glances. A bitten lip. I stopped. I was looking at a

photograph of five men: one older man, likely the father, surrounded by four youths. All were shirtless,

underfed, and standing idle in a bleak landscape. Gedney must have stood nearby, not quite among his sub-

jects, but not entirely separate either. His presence was completely unobtrusive. What arrested my attention,

though, had little to do with the photographer's distance or the grim details of poverty. This photograph

was about the relaxed and natural rhythms of those men's bodies—the drape of bare arms, necks, curved backs

in repose, gestures that bespoke whole lives and their connections. The facts described a hard life and genera-

tions of it, but at this moment these men were also, undeniably, beautiful. After a few more weeks of looking

through the archive, I not only wanted to know more about the photographs, I wanted to know Bill Gedney.

For several years now, I have looked through thousands of William Gedney's photographs, read his

letters, scanned his appointment books and grant applications, studied his notebooks and his journals. In my

mind, I hear his voice, deep and articulate. After some time, I could also hear the silence, what was held back,

hints of an unreachable place. In the photographs, this tension is part of their power—the cup half-empty.

And the body revealing what the heart might want—and want to hide.

right and opposite:

San Francisco;

Hippies.

1966 or 1967.



* * *

William Gedney died of AIDS on June 23, 1989, at the age of fifty-six. In his home on Staten Island,

he left behind a meticulously organized and maintained archive of a lifetime of photographic work. He also

left behind correspondence, years and years of it, and boxes of drawings, sketch books, and notebooks.

Through the efforts of many—but particularly his brother, Richard Gedney; Lee and Maria Friedlander;

Robert Byrd and Alex Harris of Duke University; and John Szarkowski and Peter Galassi at the Museum of

Modern Art—this archive, salvaged and stored, eventually found a permanent home. The transplanted

record now rests in Durham, North Carolina, labeled, cataloged, and stacked deep in the climate-controlled

caverns of a mock Gothic building: 51.3 linear feet of it.

Anyone who wants to can view Gedney s photographs—his contact sheets, work prints, and rejects,

as well as his finished prints. The details of William Gedney's personal life, however, are likely never to be

uncovered. He was reluctant to confide in anyone and rarely put personal concerns down in writing—or if he

did, most of that writing did not survive him. He had friends, some of them very close, but he was reclusive.

There were lovers, mostly male, and in early writings, Gedney acknowledges a need for love and complains of

a weakness for sex that saps his energy, distracting him from work. But he never entered into a long-term

committed relationship or made public any intimate liaison. In later years, besieged by physical deterioration

and significant professional disappointments, Gedney never wrote about his emotions or how he found

the strength to cope. His private life remains that. The archive, extensive as it is, does not provide an inventory

of William Gedney's experiences, and his life, like those of his subjects, refuses tidy categorization.

The material he left behind, however, is vast, giving us much on which to speculate, and offers the

pleasure of an extraordinary intimacy with the workings of an intensely creative and persistent intelligence.

The prints number in the thousands, and there are tens of thousands of negatives. His notebooks—small,

large, half-filled or overflowing, spiral, hardback, handmade—occupy several boxes. He began making
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right and opposite:

Benares, India

ca. 1970

detailed notes, some simply on loose-leaf

paper, in the 1950s, and eventually this

practice evolved into a formalized process

of jotting, describing, transcribing, and

often retranscribing. Almost as much as he

photographed, Gedney needed to write

things down.

Toward the end of his life, William

Gedney copied out this passage into a

notebook he made himself:

Takes by Lillian Ross— 1983

They tried to set down what was true, what

could be seen and heard and touched, what

could be tested and confirmed by others: what

was true. They wrote about particulars; they

didn't generalize. They didn't analyze; they

tried to understand but not over

interpret. They did not indulge in flourishes;

they did not feel a need to show off. All

of them wrote at times in the first person, but

none of them called attention to himself.

Their interest was in what they were writing

about. All were people who had genuine

curiosity about other people and about how

things worked. All had highly developed

powers of observation. Not one of them was

no interest in creating a sensation or making a popular success.mean-spirited. They had no ulterior purposes

Nothing was hidden. They offered a true account, a true report, a true portrait. Implicit in whatever they wrote

was a firm moral grounding: they were devoted to the truth.

I never knew William Gedney while he was alive, but I have come to know him through the work

he left behind. His quest, in words as well as photographs, was to hold on to the fleeting gestures and subtle

flow of emotional exchange that define, for all of us, the larger shapes of life. To Bill Gedney, that life was

beautiful, not despite, but precisely because of its uncertainties and yearnings—the mysterious, true essence

ot human nature.

Margaret Sartor is a photographer and a research associate at the Center for Documentary Studies at Duke University.

The preceding text, printed with her permission, is an excerpt from What Was True: The Photographs and Notebooks of

William Oedney, edited by Margaret Sartor and coedited by Geoff Dyer, and published by the Center for Documentary Studies

in association with W.W. Norton & Company [©2000]



On January 24, 2000, the Digital Scriptorium and Duke's Rare Book,

Manuscript, and Special Collections Library announced the completion of the

William Gedney Photographs and Writings Web site. Funded in part by a grant

from the Institute for Museum and Library Services and representing over a year

of work by project staff and Duke students, the Web site includes extensive selec-

tions from Gedney's finished prints, work prints, contact sheets, notes, note-

books, handmade photographic books, book dummies, and correspondence.

There are over 4900 photographic images as well as more than 1200 images of

writings and notebooks and over 270 images, representing nine digitized photo-

graphic book projects. Eight of Gedney's notebooks have been fully transcribed

and are available as both text and images, and a typescript is available as elec-

tronic text. All are searchable and browsable in a variety of ways. Extensive

information about William Gedney's life, work, and the subjects of his pho-

tographs are also featured on the site. The site, which logged more than 450,000

hits in its first month on-line, may be the Internet's largest catalog of an individ-

ual photographer's life and work. The William Gedney site is located at

http://scriptorium.lib.duke.edu/gedney/.
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Vicky Jiggetts

Love Returned

"When you and Daddy

are old, I'm going to take

care of you until you die,"

I told Mama. "You'll

never have to be alone."

She laughed, gave me

a big hug, then kissed my

forehead.

When I was a child, my parents and I attended the same church as our elderly neigh-

bors, Mr. and Mrs. Jones. They occasionally rode with us, and I'd sit in the back seat with

them and just stare at them. They seemed so different through my young eyes, with their

wrinkled skin, gray hair, trembling hands, and wooden canes. I'm sure that I made them feel

quite uncomfortable.

"I don't think the little girl likes us," said Mrs. Jones.

As Mama shot me the "stop it" look, she gently laughed and replied, "Oh, don't worry

Mrs. Jones. Vicky likes you, but she's just warming up to you. In a few Sundays, you'll beg

me to keep her quiet." Mama knew her baby well, because during our next ride to church, I

asked Mr. and Mrs. Jones all about their lives, told them about my seven years in the world,

and asked if they'd be joining us for dinner. I was fascinated by this sweet couple, and I

wanted to know everything about them. More than anything else, I wondered if my parents

would look like them one day.

"When you and Daddy are old, I'm going to take care of you until you die," I told

Mama. "You'll never have to be alone." She laughed, gave me a big hug, then kissed my

forehead.

"Vicky, that's so sweet, but when you grow up, that will be the last thing on your

mind," she said.

"Really, that's what I want to do. You'll see," I added. I even tugged on her apron and

almost cried because I was so serious, and I wanted her to believe me.

Although I was only seven, I sensed that it must be frightening to grow old. I mostly

worried about changes that might occur in my parents. How would they eventually look,

think and feel? I just couldn't imagine them as frail and needy. But just in case, I wanted to

be there with them.

That was the beginning of my rewarding and often difficult journey as a caregiver for

my parents. By the time I graduated from college, their physical and emotional needs had

already changed. Much to their surprise, I returned home to assist them as they aged. I

adored them, and I wanted to keep them safe forever. I was so grateful to have grown up

nurtured, loved and protected, and they deserved the same in return.

As the years passed, my parents endured surgeries, restless nights, and memories of

years gone by. I witnessed their transformation from active and able-bodied individuals to

regular patients at clinics and emergency rooms. I really wasn't prepared for the changes,

and neither were they. But, we faced them together. Having the support of my five siblings,

other family members, and close friends, truly made a difference for us.
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Sometimes, when they were asleep, I'd stare at them—just as I did with Mr. and Mrs.

Jones—and recall their younger years when they worked non-stop. I could still see Mama

walking to the dusty tobacco factory where she worked for forty years. She'd return home

covered from head to toe in light brown dirt. I'd spread newspapers around her as she

undressed so that dirt would miss her clean floors. I could still see Daddy coming slowly into

the house every night after working two jobs. He'd fall asleep in the nearest chair, wake up,

take a bath, go to bed, and get up again in three or four hours.

When I looked at my 72-year-old mother as she slept in her favorite pink nightgown,

I saw the same kind, sweet, and beautiful woman who kept me amused and entertained as a

child. The warmth of her dimpled smile never diminished with age. In my 77-year-old

father, I saw the man with the hearty laugh, and the incredible ability to make a friend

anywhere, anytime. He charmed all who knew him. I felt very blessed to be at their bedside.

I learned life's greatest lessons from Nora and Joseph Jiggetts. Their willingness to

share the secrets of life with me has helped me face a world that I seldom understand. I'm

positive that I thanked them for sharing their love and wisdom with me. Still, I don't think I

could have ever thanked them enough. I didn't always agree with my parents, and we sure

had way more than our share of arguments. But, I have never loved anyone more than I

loved them, and I can't imagine doing so.

I was devastated when Mama died in 1994, followed by Daddy in 1995. She was

my first best friend, and he taught me how to be a best friend. I wasn't sure how to go on

after they died, but I knew I had to find a way. My fond memories of them continue to

inspire and motivate, especially when the world seems cold, brutal, and unforgiving. There

are times when my heart aches endlessly because I miss them so much, and I don't expect

that to ever change.

I'm almost 37 years old, and I still stare at elderly men and women. Only now, it's with

loving eyes and a heart full of loving memories of my parents—and Mr. and Mrs. Jones.

As the years passed,

my parents endured

surgeries, restless

nights, and memories

of years gone by. I

witnessed their transfor-

mation from active

and able-bodied

individuals to regular

patients at clinics

and emergency rooms.

I really wasn't prepared

for the changes, and

neither were they. But,

we faced them together.

Vicky Jiggetts lives in Oxford, NC. and works at Perkins Library. She is also a freelance writer for

Reel Carolina, a film magazine published in Wilmington, and she is as well a publicist for

an independent filmmaker.
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Exhibits

June/July

Landmarks and Landscapes

Featuring recipients of the Scripps/ADF

Award ami holders of the

Balasaraswati/Joy Ann Dewey Beinecke

Endowed Chair for Distinguished

Teaching as well as other significant

figures in modern dance

September/October

A Woman's "Place": Evolutions and

Revolutions in Domestic Culture from

Catherine Beecher to Martha Stewart

An enticing view ofthe domestic cultures

collections from the Rare Book,

Manuscript, and Special Collections

Library's Sallie Bingham Center for

Women's History and Culture

Friends of the Library

Meet for Business and

Pleasure

Members of the Friends of the

Library met on the evening of April

7 at the Searle Center for their

annual business meeting and dinner

with Chairman Liz Roland presiding.

The first order of business was

reports of committees. On behalf of

the Preservation Endowment

Committee, Dot Brock announced

that approximately $76,000 of

the $100,000 goal has been raised.

This includes proceeds of $1232

from the March 31 book sale

sponsored by the Friends during

Duke's Spnngternational festival.

Ms. Brock also reported for the

Bylaws Committee, moving the

adoption of the Committee's pro-

posed revisions to the Bylaws of the

Friends of Duke University Library.

Members present voted unani-

mously to approve the revisions,

which had been submitted to them

in writing prior to the meeting.

Robert Gibbs, chairman of the

Nominating Committee, presented

nominees for two unexpired terms

on the Executive Committee as well

as four nominees for three-year

terms, and two nominees for two-

year student terms. Elected to fill

the unexpired terms were

Friends' Spnngternational Book Sale

Ernestine Friedl Harmel and

Knut Schmidt-Neilsen. Those

elected to three-year terms were

William Huters, Sr., Ruth Monnig,

JanieMorris,and Ann Stone.

The students elected to serve on

the Executive Committee of

the Friends were Cleveland Burke

and Bridget Hartman. Mr. Gibbs

also presented nominees for

chairman and vice-chairman for

2000/2001. Elected by acclamation

were Ginger Wilson for the

chairmanship and Gerry Larson

for vice-chairman.

Best-selling author and

Duke Mom Anita Shreve was the

speaker for the evening. She

read passages from her most recent

novel, Fortune's Rocks, and

responded to questions from the

audience about the novel and

the writing process. At the conclu-

sion of her talk, University Librarian

David Ferriero announced that

Ms.Shreve has agreed to deposit

her papers with Duke's Rare

Book, Manuscript, and Special

Collections Library.

Library Staff Member

Receives Duke

Presidential Award

At the university's April 12

Presidential Awards luncheon,

President Nannerl Keohane

presented a Meritorious Service

Award to Peter Frykholm of Perkins

Library's International and Area

Studies Department. Frykholm was

recognized for his innovative

work in the library, including his

New International Acquisitions

Service,an email based system for

notifying faculty and students

about recently cataloged books in

their areas of interest. The service

currently features 21 lists that

reach 750 scholars/students in

the region.
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John W. Hartman

Center Receives N EH

Grant for its Outdoor

Advertising Archives

The National Endowment for

the Humanities has awarded a two-

year $171,000 grant to the Duke

Library's John W. Hartman Center

for Sales, Advertising & Marketing

History to preserve and provide

wider access to its huge archives of

the outdoor advertising industry.

The quarter-million-item

outdoor advertising library is the

repository for the Outdoor

Advertising Association of America's

official records, dating from

the 19th century, as well as several

related collections. Among

the records the Hartman Center

holds are hundreds of thousands of

slides and photographs, original

artwork for memorable billboards,

countless industry documents,

correspondence and even films.

Hartman Center Director Ellen

Gartrell says of the archives,

"Whether you're looking for original

artwork, architectural plans for

billboard structures, the history of

Times Square's famous 'smoking

Camel man/or a particularly

rare Ford advertising poster, we

either have it or will be able to find

it for you . .

.

"

The NEH grant will go a long

way toward enhancing access

to the archives. However, additional

funding will be needed by the

end of 2002 to enable Duke

to develop an Online Archives of

Outdoor Advertising that will

make the outdoor story and images

available worldwide to the

advertising industry, scholars, stu-

dents and the general public.

To learn more about

the Hartman Center's Outdoor

Advertising Archives, go to

http://scriptorium.lib.duke.edu

/hartman/oa/outdoor.html

DW3 in the News

Again!

DW3 Classical Music Resources

continues to receive favorable

reviews. Most recently the Web

portal was selected by Library

Journal as one of the 1 5 best (free)

reference Web sites of 1999.

Onlytwoofthefifteenare.edu

sites. Quoting the April 15,

2000,issue of /J: "Providing an

erudite entree to the world of

classical music, Duke University

music librarian Yale Fineman

has linked to some 1 700 noncom-

mercial pages/sites in more

than a dozen languages..."

Check DW3 out at

www.lib.duke.edu/music/resources

/classical index.html.

Groundbreaking April 3 in Durham near the intersection of Bnggs Avenue and Person Street for the Library Service Center.

Scheduled to open early in 2001, this state-of-the-art materials shelving facility will have a capacity in its first module for up to

three million volumes. Left to right: Project Manager Ken Berger, Provost Peter Lange, Director of Collections Services Deborah

Jakubs.Vice Provost for Finance Jim Roberts, Vice Provost for Library Affairs and University Librarian David Ferriero, Divinity School

Librarian Roger Loyd, Interim Director of Development Lois Dawson, and Executive Vice President Tallman Trask
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knowledge bytes
Take a Walk on the Light Side

Internet Sites Selected for the Readers of Duke University Libraries

Origins of American Animation

The Shadow PDF Files

This site, part of the American Memory Project at the Library of Congress, traces the early history of animation in the U.S.

From its first title, The Enchanted Drawing, created by Thomas Edison in 1900, to Gertie on Tour, produced by Rialto Films

in 1921, the collection provides a glimpse at the social attitudes of the times. The collection of twenty-one animated

films and two fragments include clay, puppet, and cut-out animation, as well as pen drawings. They are available with

plot summaries in Realplayer, MPEG, and Quicktime formats. In addition to alphabetical and chronological lists, the site

allows searching by keyword and browsing by subject.

A deserted theater a Heathen Idol ... and a

strange murder all add up to a "Who knows

what evil lurks in the hearts of web pages?"

Created by several dedicated fans of The

Shadow magazine, this Web site provides the

full text of twenty-five original Shadow adven-

tures, written 50-60 years ago and out of print

for decades. As noted on the site, "the undis-

puted king of fictional thrills held court for

most of his run every other week in the ten-

penny pulps. Originating on radio and refined

in his ground-breaking magazine, The Shadow

offered supernatural and criminal thrills from

the pen of Maxwell Grant'— a house name

used primarily by the indefatigable Walter

Gibson," In addition to the text in PDF format

and associated graphics, the site includes

scanned color images of the magazine covers.

The creators have also included links to other

Shadow Web sites. Users can sign up to be

notified by email when new issues of The

Shadow are added to this growing site.

Grimm's Fairy Tales

Even though these beloved fairy tales may not lull you into a peaceful

sleep, you will still want to visit this site where you can hear several being

read. Twelve tales full of wicked stepmothers, hungry wolves, and wild

beasts are included, all with at least one illustration You will find both the

familiar

—

Cinderella— and the not so familiar

—

Mother Holle.

Rounding out the site are biographical information on the Grimms, a

lengthy article from a 1999 issue of the National Geographic on the

Grimm brothers and the history of fairy tales, links to relevant Web sites,

and a section of kids' activities

Roadside Architecture in 1950s America: Reflections of a Society

Created by a student at Kenyon College, this site traces the history of the interstate highway system and its attendant roadside attractions. With abundant illustrations, the essay

describes the history and architecture of roadside advertising, diners, gas stations, and motels. Special attention is given to Levittown (the prototype for suburbia) and the Dixie

Highway, later to become Interstate 75. Not to be missed on this site is the section detailing the history of Burma-Shave highway signs, topped off with a link to hundreds of the

Burma-Shave slogans.

If you would like to recommend a Web site for

inclusion in a future issue of Duke University Libraries,

contact Joline Ezzell atjoline.ezzell@duke.edu.



collections highlight

Witchcraft in Europe and America

Since prehistoric times magic and witchcraft have

aroused emotions ranging from fascination to fear.

Practitioners have been suspected of employing sorcery,

the casting of spells and invoking of spirits, as well as

supernormal powers to alter their circumstances or

enhance their lives in some way. During the Middle Ages

and Renaissance witchcraft came to be defined as evil

magic, devil-worship, and religious heresy. A societal

hysteria, or "witch craze," arose, resulting in an estimated

150,000-200,000 executions, primarily of women.

The study of witchcraft sheds

light on society as a whole, revealing . :

the social, religious, and intellectual

conditions that resulted in the

often harsh treatment meted out to

those accused of being witches.

Witchcraft in Europe and America, a

microfilm collection purchased

recently by the Duke Libraries, pre-

sents 1,045 significant primary

and secondary sources on

witchcraft. Most of the materials

date from the fifteenth to the mid-

eighteenth century, the era of

the greatest persecution of witches.

The materials in the collection

have been reproduced from original

held by the libraries of Cornell,

Harvard, Yale, the University

of Pennsylvania, the Peabody Essex

Museum and the University of

London.

Witchcraft in Europe and

America includes anti-persecution writings, works

by penologists, legal and church documents,

philosophical writings, transcripts of trials, and

eyewitness accounts of persecutions and executions.

In particular the collection draws together many

important texts from the period in which the theory

of witchcraft as religious heresy was being formulated

in Europe.

Representative of these texts is Malleus

Maleficarum (The Hammer of Witches). This fifteenth

century document, written by Henry Institoris and

Jacob Sprenger, codified church dogma on heresy and

became the basic textbook for inquisitors and

judges. It is considered the most important work to be

published during this time period. Also found in

Illustration from an 18th century text in the

collection of Duke's Rare Book, Manuscript,

and Special Collections Library

the collection are writings by many who advocated the

persecution of witches. Nicolas Remi, a lawyer,

demonologist and witch hunter, wrote a widely read

handbook for witch-hunters titled Daemonlatreiae

libri tres ( 1 595). De la demonomanie des sorciers (1580)

by Jean Bodin promoted extreme measures for

dealing with witches and argued that everyone who

was accused of witchcraft should be punished.

The collection also offers writings by

authors who questioned the validity of witch trials.

Reginald Scot's The Discoverie of

Witchcraft (1584) attempts to refute

many of the beliefs concerning the

power of witches and denounces the

extreme actions of the inquisitors.

Friedrich von Spee, a German Jesuit,

served as a confessor to accused

witches during their trials.

Disturbed by the persecution of

innocent defendants that he

observed, he wrote Cautio Criminalis

( 163 1 ) to expose the fraud rife

in witch trials. Those who spoke out

against the persecution of witches

frequently found themselves on trial.

This is illustrated by another of

the collection's document, The

Minutes of the Trial for Witchcraft of

Dr.Dietrich Flade of Trier ( 1 589).

The study of witchcraf t is

not reserved solely for historians,

theologians or women's studies

researchers. The documents in this

microfilm collection cover all aspects of witchcraft,

making it useful to political, medical and scientific

researchers studying fifteenth to eighteenth century

European and American society and culture. In the

words of Duke history professor Thomas Robisheaux,

"The Witchcraft in Europe and America microfilm

collection draws together a gold mine of materials in

which much can be learned about the history, theology,

religious practices, medical practices, politics, law

and folklore of the time."

Roberta Schaafsma

Associate Director/Reference Librarian

Divinity School Library
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Name(s)

Duke affiliation (graduate, faculty, staff, parent, friend)

YES! I want to support Duke University Library by making a gift at the following level:

$ 10,000 Bibliophile (also President's Council )

5,000 Benefactor (also Few Associates

)

) $ 2,500 Subscriber (also Washington Duke Club Fellow

)

) $ 1,000 Sponsor (also Washington Duke Club

$ 500 Patron

3 $100Sustainer

S 50 Member

$ Other

My employer will match this gift. Please enclose employer's matching gift form.

My gift should be designated for

) The Library Annual Fund

The Friends of the Library: Program Support Book Fund Preservation Endowment Fund

The Endowment

Other

Method of payment

Check ( make check payable to Duke University)

Credit card: (Master Card/Visa/American Express)

EXPIRATION DATE

Stock (Please call 91 9-684-2338 for instructions)

Faculty/staff payroll deduction of $ ($5/month minimum)

Pledge to be paid by June 30

I have included the Duke Library in my will

o I would like information on how to make a bequest to the Duke Library

Please send this form (or a copy) with your contribution to the

Duke University Library, Box 90197, Durham, NC 27708-0197
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